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SEVENTIETH YEAR, Number 11 Wednesday, March 17, 1982 ESTABLISHED 1912 25 CENTS
David Blacky left, new major shareholder in The Review, with former publisher- 
owner, John Manning. Peggie Rowand Photo
John Manning — owner-pub­
lisher of The Sidney Review for 
13 years — has sold to David 
Black, of Williams Lake, the sale 
effective immediately.
Black, owner of the Williams 
Lake Tribune and five other B.C. 
newspapers, will be the major 
shareholder in the 70-year-old 
Review. Other shareholders are 
general manager John Tate and 
advertising manager Roy 
Spooner, both Sidney residents.
Peggie Rowand remains as 
editor, John Green as reporter. 
The paper will continue to oper­
ate from its 3rd Street, Sidney, 
location.
Black said Friday his policy is 
to allow local people to control 
editorial policy and to run the 
paper with as little interference 
as possible.
"In my view a good weekly 
newspaper reflects the local 
community well," he said. "It 
spends a great deal of effort cov­
ering local beats like city hall, 
police, school board and local 
groups and organizations, 
sports and schools.
"A community newspaper 
not only serves as a mirror by re­
porting all news in the area — 
it's more than a mirror because it 
also plays a leadership role in 
the community with editorials 
and comment."
Along with news, a weekly 
newspaper should entertain, 
using features and columns, 
and provide feedback to the 
community with letters to the 
editor. Black added.
He said he was "pleased to be 
associated with a paper that al­
ready has a fine reputation in 
these areas."
Black owns Smithers Interior 
News, Houston Today, The 
Lakes District News (Burns 
Lake), The Journal (Ashcroft 
and Cache Creek), the Logan 
Lake Pioneer and the Williams 
Lake Tribune. His papers in 
northern B.C. have won many 
provincial and national awards.
Black also prints many other 
newspapers and is associated 
with Coldstream Press in Lang­
ford. He is currently president 
of the B.C. and Yukon Commu­
nity Newspapers' Association 
and has served on the executive 
of the Western Regional News­
papers' Association (WRNA).
The new owner of The Re­
view is a University of British 
continued on page 3
By JOHN GREEN
The new provincial school tax 
formula will make little differ­
ence to residential taxpayers in 
Saanich school - district, says { 
school board chairman Gerry \ 
Kristianson, but commercial 
and industrial taxpayers will 
pay a lot more.
Kristiansen's analysis of the 
^effect of tlie fofmuIatyyaS;® 
after board officials attended a 
briefing session ' in yaheouvef 
hloiiday to get a clear and de­
tailed information on how it 
works, ; The results contradict a 
statement by Education Minis­
ter Brian Smith that the average 
residential net school tax will be 
$114 lower than it would have 
been under the old formula.
■ Smith stated the net tax, after 
deducting the homeowner 
grant, will be $270 in School Dis- 
trief «53i That is a 36 per cent in­
crease over the 1981 average of 
$198, but Smith said that with­
out the new formula the 1982 tax 
would have been $384.
Kristianson points but the 
education minister arrived at 
that figure by applying the 1981
mill rate to 1982 assessments. In 
fact, because of the huge in­
crease in assessments, the 
school board's budget would 
have required a tax rate some-
Kristianson says, down from 
53.8 mills last year.
Under the new provincial for- 
rriula 1 the' residential rate in ^ 
Saanich will be 45.5 mills, so 
residential tax'es will be higher 
than they would have been. I
Commercial 1 and :industrial 
taxes will now be collected bv 
the province, with the standard 
rate being 55 mills. This year, 
however, there are to be no in­
creases: over 1981 rates, so in 
Saanich it will be 53.8, at least 20 
per cent higher than it would 
have been if the financing for­
mula had remained unchanged.
Under the new formula local 
taxes must meet at least 5 per 
cent of school costs and provin­
cial revenues at leasthO per cent. 
Where the reniainiiig 35 per cent 
comes from varies according to 
whether the district is consid­
ered \vonlthy or poor — vvh 
determined by dividing total as­
sessment in the district by the
By PEGGIE ROWAND 
The population of Sidney will
go from some 8,000 now to an
. . .'-.'<jhew formula only] 
~ solvep sqm e; ineq uities of 
old method, y
number,of pupils in its schopls.
By; this yairdstick "SaanichVis ■ 
considered a wealthy district; 
and must pay the entire 35 per 
cent.'; ■
Last year local taxes covered: 
55 per cent of Saanich school 
costs. This year they will cover 
only 40 per cent. But last year 
commercial and industrial taxes 
were collected locally. This year 
they become part of the provin­
cial contribution. The result, ac­
cording to Kristianson, is very 
little change.
He thinks the new formula 
has solved some of the inequi­
ties of the old method, but it has 
not changed the fact that people 
living where they have to pav 
more for housing also have to 
pay more for school's.
year 2000.
Already the high accident 
rate, due to congestion in the 
;V; town arid On: the highvvay has 
- Sidney council and the provin- 
V Cial; departrrient bfVTiighways 
VVworried.;,:;'■ 
^ Add to that the population of 
Central Saanich, North Saanich 
and some /Victorians who use 
Sidney for shopping, plus the 
more than likely advent of the 
Sidney breakwater-marina in 
the next few years and an al­
ready congested traffic situation 
will become a nightmare if no 
action is taken.
Highways intends to put in a 
grade separation interchange of 
overpass — and it will do that, 
regardless of vvhether Sidney 
constructs its planned one-way 
couplet. Highways is committed 
to the overpass, the decision re- 
mnin.s with the department and 
not with the town and the only 
factor unknown \s xvhcit is will
ing in but both residents aind 
merchants have resisted the 
town's proposed one-way cou- : ; 
pleL; Cmrently; because: the . 
plan is uripbpular and : sorhe™ ; 
hewly elected Sidney aldermen; 
have voted against it, the situa-
ribn is/ at a; stalemate ; with; a
;cc^ncil vote ot 3-3 with Mayor 
Norma Sealey voting in favor.
; The town has :exf>r6priated a V 
portion Of Sanscha Hall land to V 
make way for the one-way Cou-; 
plet and; Sidney and; North 
Saanich Gpmmuriity Hall Asso­
ciation has objected. Its direc­
tors — and many other people, 
including some aldermen —- 
want the expropriation bylaw
one-way couplet to solve town 
traffic problems?
A transportation study,, has 
been carried out by Willis, Cun- 
liffe Tait and Go. -— its scope, to 
develop a transportation net­
work to serve Sidney as it 
grows; to define existing diffi­
culties and recommend a plan to 
overcome them, one that ad- '' 
dresses the needs of Sidney and 
which is compatible with the 
Saanich Peninsula arterial grid 
system.
The plan is fully endorsed by 
highways and Sidney - North 
Saanich' RGMR;:;:'V/ V;V:''Ve.'
The company's study identi-
continued on page 2
to SANSGHA. V ;^
Gouncil has put that question 
on hold, pleading legal prob­
lems. Other private property on 
Beacon Avenue was expropriat- 
ed and, says council, legal opin­
ion says the town can be sued if 




Sidney residents can do noth­
ing to prevent the overpass go­
VVhy does highways want to 
pul in an interchange? Why is a 
majority ()f council persistent in 
its claim that Sidney needs a
Twenty-year-old Harold 
Wright from Saanichton walked 
away Sunday from the provin­
cial minimum security cofrec- 
tional camp near Jordan river 
where he was serving sentences 
for robbery and breach of 
probation.'; /,;}; ,T';:':'
By PEGGIE ROVVAND 
A number of: residents on 
/ Janws ;White Boulevard Avoiild
land council has expntpriated in 
readiness for the; Utwn’s traffic
like tp sell out 10 deyelopmenf
council for cbinmercial rezoning ) 
• butthey're utilikely to get hiis "
; The application ts seen as 
"speculative zoning". Mayor 
Norma Seitley .said' Monday 
night. "And we (council) .simply 
don't get into that," d 
/ The application was referred 
to staff for comment —• it has al- 
ready gone to the advisory plan­
ning commissioiV for its view,
Aid. John Calder is against 
the rezoning while Aid. Jim 
Lang said if council abides by 
the official community }:*lan ihe 
application must be turned 
later Sidney 
had plenty <tf commeitial land 
':/''in''Other^are'asv'; ■'
■,'d''>/' IivothefTouncilbusiness;:;/'' /"
• The Saanich Petiihsula Sav* 
,,^;/ty';htgs'/Credit,■'Llnion' d'ri .Tkacoh/,,, 
Ax'enue is desperately in need ol 
"'/ parking- and'/has"aski3d, Sidney ■;
- But antaonism, to tlie plati Ina 
brought it to a halt and the credit 
union would like to make use of 
tlie land wliile the plan is in 
: abeyaiice,;/■■,:'/■;.
Gouncil though, is unable to 
commit itself at this time, it was 
decided and a letter to the effect 
will be written to the credit 
''union./'';'■'/
Before the land could be used 
as a parking lot, Ityuses must be 
demolished and ' the ground 
blacktp)>ped or covered with
Aid. ! I ,oyd Bur(.Ji.>n inade a 
/pitch fqr, coiincil u» lease the 
land even if only for a short 
while "Right nou'we h.ive ,itV 
$180,000 asset doing notjnng 
but silling around, It makes nd 
'-■sense'."',/,
• Council has agreed to nrain* 
lain its grant policy ;but ; has 
njaycil apigiCfUiofts lor grants 
from Sidney, - North Saanich 
chamber of commetree and Sid-
conlinu<*a 0n page 2
,// . ■/ ' ■; d-, „.ir
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Interested in fostering?
Interested in becoming a fos­
ter parent? Information is avail­
able at the Panorama Leisure 
Centre lounge 1-4 p.m. March 8
and 9. Or attend Information 
Night, room 4, Camosun Col­
lege, 3rd Street, Sidney, 7:30 
p.m. March 17.
CLOSING OUT
Everything y2 Price—3 Hays Only 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. fVlarcfi 13-20
9"5 p»ni,
GIFTS, POTTERY, ART, WEAVING, CHINA, LAMPS, 




Lewis, of Sidney, has been 
charged with theft of a'car be­
longing to David Williams, 
Pender Island, that Was taken 
from the Swartz Bay parking lot 
on the night of March 11-12. He 
was stopped on McDonald Park 
Road on Friday while driving 
the car.
was driving in the area, because 
of damage to his car.
One person is being charged by- 
Sidney RCMP, and there may be
more.
In other police news:
at the
2447
BEACON AVE. TEL. 656-0222
• Larry Steven justinen, of 
Bakerview Place, North Saan­
ich, Was charged with impaired 
driving as a result of a hit and 
run accident on Ardwell Ave­
nue at 9:15 p.m. March 9.
Police called to investigate 
damage to a parked car on Ard­
well checked justinen while he
® Someone broke into Impala 
..Camping World, 10077 Galaran 
Road, Sidney, on the night of 
March 13-14, by smashing a 
window. They took some small 
: change and drove off in a pickup 
truck, but got only as far as San- 
down race track, where they ran 
the truck into a fence and left it. 
Damage was estimated at $1,000 
to the truck, $100 to the fence.
Police news
Four drinking drivers were 
lined in Sidney provincial court 
during the pastweek.
guilty to a similar charge and 
was fined $350. Joseph Howard 
Halstenson, 812 Alvarado Ter­
race, Saanich, pleaded guilty to 
a charge of impaired driving and 
was fined $400 and put on pro­
bation for six months with or­
ders to take an impaired drivers 
course.
® Burglars who broke into the 
Golden Bear Pub at Sidney IVa- 
k'elodge early Saturdav morning
by smashing a side window- 
made off with more than tw-o 
dozen bottles of hard
On Tuesday Paul S. Fletcher, 
1209 Pierce Cre.scent, Saanich, 
w-as convicted of driving with 
blood alcohol level over .08 per­
cent, fined $350 and put on pro­
bation for six months with or­
ders to take an impaired driving 
course.
Donna jean Dickenson, 2289 
.Harbour Rd., Sidney, was fined 
$250 after pleading guilty to 
driving w-ithout insurance.
William Allan Gemmill, 22033 
Old Yale Rd., Langley, pleaded
On Thursday, Kenneth 
George, Duncan, was fined $300 
after pleading guilty to impaired 
driving. Eric Martin Waelti, Ed­




North Saanich council w-ants 
to know w-hen the federal minis­
try of transport intends to deliv­
er on its promise to install "ade­
quate radar coverage" at Pat Bay 
Airport.
A motion passed unanimous­
ly at Monday's meeting states 
council had previously been as­
sured appropriate radar installa­
tion would take place, but that 
the current federal estimates do 
not include any provision for it.
Council expressed disap-
Escargots Bourguignonne 3.45 
Shrimp Cocktail 3 95
French Onion Soup au Gratin 3.95 
Lobster 3.95
New England Clam Chowder 2;50
Entrees
Steak, Kidney and 
Mushroom Pie 
Rabbit Pie






Dining Room Special 
Nightly except Sunday
I'rench Onion Soui) 
Sauteed Penper-Stcak
iL'iil) "
r Onion. Green} leppei: .
I Mushrooms
ll Boiled nice
IL Fresh \'e(/etal)l(S 
f Deejj Fried ire Gream
Steak Royale^^^ ^
Filet Mignon Garni 
Roast Prime Rib of Beef 
Chateaubriand 











pointment the radar is not in­
cluded in current plans and 
asked the minister of transport 
to advise when it would be 
installed.
A recent story in a daily news­
paper said both up-to-date radar 
and an instrument landing sys­
tem were part of an $11.5 mil­
lionupgrading approved for Pat 
Bay, but council members com­
mented that local MP Don 
Munro had found very little for 
the airport in the estimates.
The upgrading plan includes 
doubling the present terminal, 
inside baggage checking and 
pickup, enclosed loading areas 
and widening of runway 
aprons, according to airport 
duty manager Des Easthon. He 
is reported to have said the in- 
strurnent landing system wnll be 
: in operation this August.
Lunch
Ev^ening 10.95
;Dale:)^ungJ President;of Newport Realty,'is pleased to:
Av ]'ddshert-tO:Ne^^^ of highly
qualified salespeople. He will be located at Newport’s centrally 
located office at 633 Pai|lora Avenue, Victoria, phone 386-4633’.
Speciali-ing exclusively in Saanich Peninsula properties, Mr. 
Mqshgr’s eight years of real estate expierience'ensures fhat his cli- 
ents and customers \vill receive complete and professional seryice.
: A resident ofyietdria fefeightyears, Mr. Mosher p 
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RESERVATIONS — 652"1146
from page 1
ney Teen Activity Group (STAG) 
be dealt with at the time of bud­
get considerations.
Grant policy has been to don­
ate tp some groups — the cham­
ber, STAG, the Peninsula Com­
munity Association and to 
W'aive taxes on the boy scout hall 
and Sanscha Hall — but to re­
fuse requests from OLit-of-towm 
organizations. ;
Sealey said while many 
groups were worthwhile coun­
cil's stand has ahvays been "it is 
not our responsibility to donate 
on behalf of taxpayers."
^^ystjpre
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PENINSULA CHURCH UIRECTORY
Listings in this diroclory arc provided 'ree ol charge to Saanich Peninsula Churches ns a public service ol 
theSidneyRoviow, 656-1151, " ;
■ALLIANCE"- ■■
• Sidney Allienco Church-Pastor Mel Ho,skyf\GTfiongiad<3 School,yr 51 LannonWny 652-fl572
ANGLICAN ^
• ’Si, Androw'e •• Rev,,David Fuller i, ;;;, ■'655.7(169
9S82,, 3rd Sl., Sidney.655'S322
• SI, Mary's •• 1933 CuHra Ave,, Saanifhiori :
• SI.Stephen'!Rev ivaii,Fi/tior., ..-.i655.2512
S!,.'StpplHm's R(1 ^ .-.',7, :7. 652,4311
• Breniwood Parlih Church - Rev A, lYliio; 79;;,SeaUrivp, Droniwood Bay :,!;: .1; 652-306O
• Holy Trinity - Rev D,‘ Maiiny, Mills Rd and West Saarnch Rd, Norih Saanich , 656-3223,656-6503
BAPTIST
■,* Bethel Fellowship-.lUstor.N.B, Haiiifior! 77;-,,7^7^7i■:.7.,'''777::,,.,7r 656-73S9 
3269 Mills Rd,',Sidnoyv,;'' 'irrir'i. ,"7v-':'.'^, ."'7;: h7::' ,',::7:-',7;: O 656-50I2
:• Frlendehlp Bapllet Chuich -i Pusidi.tirnio hintr,lit Btelly's Cross Rd. ,7,77,7',.';7 i7, 477>8476
• Sluggen Memorial Chii'c-h -rncifl yV 'Saanri-i Rd; Brentwood Bay ■ P.«tor V: Ncrdslrotti652-3326
• Elk.Uko Community Church '.Rev.'J O.A, Barton; 5363 Pat Bay Highwav":652-3676
-CATHOLie'-;'-V''';;;,,-77^7"7’7":777,;^ 7:r/77':/,';
'•'Our'Lady oHhO'AMumplIon'll 7726.West'Sflanich''R(J,-" , ■'■*^"''':';77 -,:''7,ai.:
;-*i'SI,,IEIIiabo|h'sChurch-i0030ThirtlSt:,Sldnt>y:,7',,.7:,-..7; .1666-7*33
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
'•ISidney Fourequnre Church- PasiW!iomGaftliTOr'77;777 - .7 , ; i77, '."'6524S21
.. 992,5 • 5th Sir Sidnoy',..-, .......... ■ ■" 6S6.,3544
INDEPENDENT FUNDAMENTAL ,
• Beracnh Bible Church - Pastor Foy I, Spivey 5500 HnmsHiry Rd. .......... , v 474.1546
,;,LUTHERAN
• Peace Lutheran Church - Pastor Dofinis J, Paap. 2295 WeilW Av«, ,;___  656-2721,656-7484
:'PENTECOSTAL7-..'';7''.'7'^
• Oldlleirt Road Qotpel Chapel - Rnv, Ken W' Finsiacl, 6506 Oldliflid Road (PA,0 C) 479-6237
• Sidney PentrKtoalal - Rev Vwn Tisdalio: lO'3t,U Mcdonairt Parv Ro iPA OCO . 6.56-3712
■: PRESBYTERIAN7::,:.
',• 8t,.Andtaw'i-Rov.'fld Vc'iOy H.ytoSMncti Pivijabio''White ■, ' ."'656-2»9-5
SAANIGHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Auating Scnooi, 6043 Central Saarnch Hci,
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
r'lijiloi M.A, Au^(;l(,I(). 10169 nds'hgvtm Di,, S'dney .,,
6664730 
, , 656'7#.’0, 656-222.5
AiHTS", :7:
656-6623'22:10 Eastleigh Way, Sidney
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
r.e Si. John'!-- Rev.ltoriPratt--,7.-. ■■■
,■■ iWiAi,VV('<«i baatiicn Hd-:, ■̂ -i
•',S1. PluF*: ,r', ;."77 r.:.-,,', 7',;,
.,'.'2410 Maiavihw Rev. Hoi' Pratt; .-'i, i;,, , ,i-.','7.,r ;
■ • .Shady Creek -- ','!<t.'i rp Sasnfto fid, Res Melvih MyArtiiivi*,
. •.Branlwood',.--... h.';-.,,;7,''-„
.r-O,' vVKM.paan'vti ^^Q. ' Awv'rViinvin ft Aoama -,,....
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Nightmare Black
continued from page 1 
fied the following problem
areas:
® The intersection of Beacon 
and the highway where delays 
are created by heavy left turn 
volumes on southbound and 
westbound approaches.
® The intersection of Mc­
Donald Park Road and the high­
way the high accident rate 
there includes two fatalities over 
the past few years.
® Access between residential 
areas south of Ocean Avenue 
between the highway and Can- 
ora Road and downtown. All 
vehicles exiting from this area 
have to use the highway/McTa- 
vish Road intersection, creating 
unnecessary delays.
0 Vehicular congestion along 
Beacon, created primarily by 
traffic attracted to this shopping 
centre and conflicting with 
parking and pedestrian 
movements.
Included in its study in April 
and May, 1980, were a number 
of traffic counts at various 
points — one taken during peak 
hour (4 to 5 p.m. or 4:30 to 5:30 
p.m.) revealed 610 cars travel­
ling along Beacon at 5th Street 
towards the highway.
Tied in with the volume of 
traffic using the highway and 
the volume entering and leaving 
Beacon Avenue is the fact that 
travelling north and south on 
the highway there are left turn 
signals; but there are none east 
or west. 1
The accident potential — and 
going from the history of that in­
tersection — has made high­
ways realize the situation is dan­
gerous and something must be 
done, says Sidney town admin­
istrator Geoff Logan.
There are the statistics com-
on the west side there is a shop­
ping mall, a credit union and 
Sanscha Hall, which is widely 
used for a variety of purposes — 
the library, until it moves next 
fall to its new location, and the 
hall itself which is used by local 
groups.
All drivers exiting from these 
establishments into Beacon and 
wishing to turn left and out onto 
the highway must cross hvo 
Hires of traffic coming into Sid­
ney. This creates congestion in 
the parking lot, traffic backs up 
and it's an accident potential, 
Logan says. He describes it as an 
"horrendous situation".
And on the north side of Bea­
con west of 5th Street, Restha- 
ven Drive and 7th Avenue 
merge into Beacon. Again, peo­
ple wishing to turn left onto 
Beacon must cross two lines of 
traffic. They also have to watch 
for people coming out of the 
parking lot opposite and for traf­
fic proceeding along Beacon, 
Logan pointed out.
Logan sums up. "All this adds 
to congestion, accident poten­
tial, danger to pedestrians. Tak­
ing altogether, the only way you 
can eliminate the hazards is to 
provide for a smooth flow of 
traffic via the one-way couplet."
The couplet will eliminate 
cars having to turn across two 
lanes of traffic and the highway 
backing up, he says.
If the town does it now it will 
cost less than it will in the fu­
ture. "The longer we leave it the 
worse the situation gets and the 
more expensive the remedy," 
Logan says.
And in future years, he adds, 
we're going to get a greater ratio 
of people using the highway 
"because there are going to be 
more commuters."
continued from page 1
Columbia graduate with a mas­
ters degree in business adminis­
tration. His father, Alan Black, is 
well known in newspaper cir­
cles. Retired now. Black senior 
managed Northwest Publica­
tions, owned a number of news­
papers and a variety of other 
business, including mines and 
sawmills.
"The Saanich Peninsula is a 
great place, a great community," 
Black said. "Obviously, it has a 
wonderful future.
"Anything I can do to make 
the community grow I will do — 








got it for good.
well'
John Manning said Tuesday 
he was sorry to be parting with 
the paper he has owned for 13 
years but the explosive growth 
of Manning Press — a company 
he started hvo years ago — "has 
made it necessary to concentrate 
my efforts in that direction 
only."
The former publisher-owner 
of The Review said the paper 
was "doing well with circulation 
growing rapidly and advertising 
also gro\ying at a pleasing rate."
Manning said he felt the pa­
per was being put in good 
hands. "I know from his (David 
Black's) reputation he will do' a 
good job. He knows the weekly 
newspaper business and its val­
ue to a community like Sidney."
Gibson is the 
mark of quality
Gibson has been building top-quality 
home appliances for years. And inventing 
new and better ways to save work in the 
home. We know our appliances, and we be­
lieve in quality. And value, the best value for 
your money.
10 year warranty on 
Gibson Frost-Clear 
refrigerators
Most good refrigerators give you a 5 
year warranty. Gibson gives you 10 years, 
on the motor compressor, the heart of your 
refrigerator. No other manufacturer backs 
its products like Gibson. We know the qua - 
lity we build in. That's why we say you can 
plug in a Gibson appliance and forget about it. -.SSz
Matching Gibson 
Washer & Dryer 
Models WPD-18 and DPD-II
Washer has exclusive Gibson "Double 
Scrub Action" in all cycles and tempera­
tures. Dryer has both automatic and manual 
cycles, push-button temperature selectors, 
plus no-heat Air Fluff.
piled by the RCMP to prove the 
danger. And remember, says 
Logan, the volume of traffic is 
increasing at an alarming rate.
He says there are three major 
reasons v^y highways intends ; 
to construct an overpass:
® Accident potential
© When traffic is held up at 
the lights because of yolume, 
cars back up at peak periods and 
create congestion on Beacon 
Avenue.
® Any driver exiting frorn the 
service station at the top end of 
Beacon Avenue has to cross 
piled-up traffic to get into the 
lane — a ridiculous and danger­
ous situation, comments Logan.
And it's the same situation for 
the Trayelodge Hotel adjacent to
Rotary Anns
Some l5 rhembers attended ! 
the February meeting of Sidney 
Rotary Anns, including new 
■j rhember Mrs;; Barbafa Newfeld;t
rage sale; A raffie was 'won; by;
; Mardie; Dobsdn. Refreshments 
; served by the hostess were en­
joyed by all. The next meeting 
will be held 8 p.m^March 25 at 
the home of Mrs. Elsie 
McCauley.
PBfmapauiprti
the service station. To turn into 
Sidney, cars must cross two 
lanes of traffic to get into the far 
side of the road. And when traf­
fic is backed up that's a difficult 
thing to do, Logan says.
Why do we need that one- 
w’ay couplet which would bring 
traffic into town via Bevan Ave­
nue and exit by Beacon?
Logan says to get the situation 
in perspective one has to bear in 
mind the congestion on Beacon. 
From 5th Street to the highway
Sidney Singles plan a pot luck- 
supper 5 to 11p.m. March 28 at 
the Masonic Hall, 4th Street and 
Baker. The evening also features 
a belly dance show and door 
prizes. Reserve tickets $4, For 





12.5 cu. ft. of fresh food storage with 
?.-temperature butter compartment, 2 egg 
trays, 2crispers and a Meat Drawer. 4.7 cu. 
ft, of freezer space has storage shelf. 2 ice ' 





Delay. Bake and Hold Timer lets you go 
out and return to dinner all ready to serve. 
Variable control broiler. • Automatic oven 
Preheat control • Highspeed 8 "element • 
Lighted control panel with removable glass 
panel for easy cleaning.
Gibson quality 
comes in all shapes 
and sizes. And colours.
Gibson makes refrigerators, ranges; 
freezers, washers, dryers and dishwashers 
in a wide choice of styles and sizes. For the 
beautiful colours, you’ll need to visit our 




















Rpmove and replace dutdrivo; change lube; new vyater 
pump kit;: grease U-jolnIs and Gimbai bearing: check en­
gine alignment (alignment oklra); Install now zincs; lubri­
cate prop shaft and chock trim and cylinders,
Annual meeting of Saanich 
and the Islands NDP constitii-
ciay afternoon at Keating ele- 
menlary school, with about 100 
in attendance. Officers elected 
were: 'b '
if Pre,sident, Don Johannessen; 
first vice-president, Doug iiHew- 
arf; second vice-president, Phyl 
Levar; secretary, Peggy Mika; 
membership secretary; Ellen 
Campbell; members at large, 
'Ken Arnott, Roger Doney, Eric 
Sherwood, Vi Berringer, John 
Mika, Joint VVo/.ny, Fred Cal­
lander and Cary bearing; pro­
vincial Council delegate, Murray 
Rartkin; federal riding dele­
gates, Harvey VValdner and 
Doug'ryroC f bC.L^
The meeting was followed by 
a pot luck supper, Present mem­
bership of the association num- f 
bers.950; ■
Includes labour, parts, gas-' 
kots, oil, grease and sales 
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back
Beautiful Brentwood Bay Peggie Rowand Photo
in
Sidney Days Festival Society has arisen from the 
;ashes.: ■,
Pronounced dead or dying two weeks ago and told it 
should self-destruct, the group has rallied to the chal­
lenge and decided it will, after all, take on the July 1 
celebrations once more.
Far be it from us to pour cold water on the idea. People 
who have revived their enthusiasms and hope to attract 
enough supporters deserve a chance.
But remembering the difficulties of the past three 
years, we humbly offer the following advice to the soci­
ety. Make absolutely sure you have the support of the 
town's clubs, the expertise to put on a super show; and 
the financial ability to carry it off. V
Good luck, Sidney Days Festival Society.
tv-
The town's proposed traffic plan — the one-way cou­
plet involving Bevan and Beacon Avenue — is the hot­
test issue in town. It is exacerbated by the fact that it is 
dependent upon some expropriated Sanscha land, and a 
great deal of emotion has been generated by residents
who were initially involyed in Gonstruction of the hall 
and by those who resent the diminishing land area used 
'^:''vfor :sports:and parking. V ;
One can sympathize with those points of view. And 
there is nothing wrong with the kind of sentiment which 
Warits to keep the past intact; a sentiment arn^ 
strated by the preservation of heritage houses.
, But there are other cohsideratiohs . The town's growth 
is steady arid the projected population is predicted to 
increase by close to 50 per cent by the year 2000. Add 
visitors to that figure during the summer and traffic con­
gestion in Sidney and at the Beacon Avenue/Pat Bay 
Highway intersection will present an impossible 
'../situation.':::'^.
It is important to realize that construction costs rise 
rapidly and delay will only increa se the price. It should 
be borne in mind that the department of highways has 
£ilready paid Sidney council 50 per cent of the cost of 
expropriation of four properties on Beacon Av^eniie arid 
an application fora grant for half the cost of the Sanscha 
land expropriation — whatever the settlement of the 
; land should be has already been made, ^
And if council did decide to go ahead wifh the couplet 
it would also apply: for a pfpviricial grant for sharirig 
’ construction costs,
ubject, be.
In these times of restraint the grant for road construe' 
lion might not be forthcoming biit Sidney council put? 
:$50;p00:in last year's budget for the traffic plan anddliat 
will go into surplus this year. That surplus— and any 
other—- could be used for construction, plus whatever 
council could extract from the provincial government.
i Replies tobur poU of residents onthetraffic plan c|ues'
tion are coming in thickrind fastarid theinajOrity are pot 
of the proposal, However, wie question whether 
most people are aware of the facts surroundirig the push 
for: implementation :,pfdhe,plan..p:;:':::'.;
;;';:;:TheT'faw,Yt>Hr::5<Ty::coupon1s:'ptJblished:agairi:in:ihisV 
issuerind We liorie many more residerits respond, There 
are two issues they should mull over before writing off 
itheplan —the accident potential (the RGMR highways
'^■vritfon)';anHI;'>he'-fiiH!re:'groWth'-of:9idney-and .ptc.COSHrit
left to a later dale.
1, Filially, if this traffic plan is not the answer, someone
;4i::;;Should:eotue::up:witlv:a:better:tdea."'
Sidney Days must, and will, 
carry on, this year and in the 
years to come, and Sidney Days 
Festival Society will once more 
be taking on the July 1 
celebrations.
The name "All Sidney Day" 
goes back many years, and over 
those years there have been 
countless people involved that 
hav'e done a remarkable job, 
worthy of the utmost congratu­
lations and parise. I cannot, not 
only because of space but be­
cause I do not know them, name 
them in this letter. However, it * 
goes without saying that they 
must have done something 
right for the "festival" to have 
lasted for, I understand, the last; 
45-odd years. That is a good re­
cord in any book.
I have been involved with the 
Sidney Days Festival Society as 
it is now known only since 1979, 
and in that short time I do not 
like what I have; seeh happiert- 
: ing. The society is hot the;: fi 
nor the only society 1 have be­
longed to nor held office in. 
t Tm sure not puttin myself as ; 
an authority on the s 
however, in my 58 years, 1 have 
also had over 21 years military 
service; and since thait time amv- 
} other 18 years of police, govern- 
; rnenf and security service;; T 
think I know pretty \yell the 
; ; meaning of the vvords esprit de 
corps (enthusiastic deyoteness 
to and support of the common 
goals of a group). ;
I must, in all good conscience) , 
apologize to Sidney Lions Glub 
for some of the eventsover the 
past few short weeks. A very 
few people, who without think­
ing and without getting; the 
proper information, have suc­
ceeded in just about wrecking 
over 45 years hard work.
I became the society's presi­
dent in February of this year 
and I am not used to this type of 
operating of any society howev­
er, in this short time the present 
executive, all of which have con­
siderable hackground in society 
work and the business world 
: have, thank Cod, stuck by jne 
and together we have revised 
and amended the society's by- 
laws, so that when you join us 
no\Y you can be assured that 
you will belong fo a society tl^at 
Ayou:ean"hv proud 'of,0':;; yA:yA 
As'k,ds;will-i :'mbsf :otIiei':;saci- ?
' etiey so it how is evith the festiy 
yal society you will hav'c to fill 
out a iriernbershlp applicatioh 
hirtri lhat will liave ((ihe passod 
by the society to admit you to 
membership. YoLi will begiyena 
copy of the hylaws and a mem­
bership card; The society will be 
governed by the .Societys' ‘Act, 
the gonslitulion and bylaws of 
the society and all meetings will 
be eoiulucleil slrictly under 
Roberts Rules of Order,
I'm very happy also to say we 
s t i 1111 a ye a I o I o I p os i ti ye 11 hn k* 
ihg people In Sidney and they 
I have not let me dinvni rhey 
knowthemeanij^g of tliefvbrds 
esprit de corp and have stood up 
to he cou 11tetl, Suineoile iince 
::said'::^''lbgellver" we' ''Itanddi^:: 
:.:';:;yidi:Ml;Ayyfril':','4nt:! Sidney'I3ays; 
Testival SvH.iety is bill) slaiuiing.;
The;society'sti!i;ha:V:ihe sup-';




Royal Canadian Legion, and 1 
feel that we will, just as soon as 
we can contact them, have the 
support of other service clubs 
and fraternal lodges, as well as 
downtown business operators 
and owners.
Under the new structure of 
the society, the governing body 
will be authorized members of 
these clubs, societies and lodges 
as well, and we hope, represen­
tation from Sidney council, the 
fire department, RCMP and oth­
er community organizations, as 
well as interested private mem­
bers of the community.
To those who chose not to 
y stay with the society and went 
their own way, I thank you sin­
cerely for: the —ork you have 
done in the past.
Now, let us ali pull together to 
again make Sidney Days the 
friendly, successful and vvidely 
renowned celebration it used to
Phil Osborne, 
president,
Sidney Days Festival Society ;
Alderman
While attending the most re­
cent board meeting of the CRD 
which drew, a large contingent 
o f Sa If s pri ng i si a n d vote rs wh 6 
oppose the proposed large sew­
er system in Canges, I was sur­
prised to hear Saaanich Aid. Pat 
Crofton represent himself as "a 
Saltspring Islander". In a some- 
\vhat ill-informed and yet emo­
tional speeclv he argued for the 
installation of a large sea-dis­
posed sewerage system in Gan­
ges to serve the commercial area 
at taxpayers expense, 
l ie appeared to ignore entire­
ly the elected representative 
from SiaUspring wlu) was elect­
ed and re-elected on a platform ; 
of public opposition ; to this 
need less and co.slly sewer plan. 
I'iie taxpayers (if Saariich would 
hardly relislv directors frUnr oth-
liuh; ()f tlu?ir money bi* spent 
; over their clear opposition; y 
Many people in attendance at 
the CRD meeting vvere puzzUri 
: by'"';:il#;''repri’sghta'tlons,:', bjeAliy 
: Gr(:ri(>n of hiins(4f as ''an islands 
,eranici by his, pleas that our 
money be spent oh a piriject he 
neither understands itor can 
justify politically or fiscally Let 
us hope he will reformulate his 
thinking and decide he repre­
sents Saanich and respects the 
rrisponsibilHy c,<f our rc'gional di­
rector lo speak for the taxpayers 




k you lor publiriung my 
letter demHincing \vage controls 
on, tiuy(Jyy,hU,;;IVlaiTh'''H);','';.;; 
i. lMease: noth; that':my'a'i'ome':is, 
'■'lari'; 'Mitcheikynof'Dnrij'F'Alitey 
'bell. Und(>UbtcdIy thy:signiatu:re' 
,.:was'not:'cl&r."',y! 'A';''::'':
Will you please print a correc­
tion, so as we do not have an­
other "letter to the editor" 
scandal.
Lari Mitchell 
9951 - 3rd St., Sidney
New tax credit 
this year
Now that most of you have re­
ceived your 1981 Income Tax re­
turn forms, I would like to take 
this opportunity to remind you 
about the Personal Income Tax 
Credit which will be available 
for the 1981 tax year.
The provincial Personal In­
come Tax Credit was introduced 
in the March 1981 budget to help 
offset the impact of several nec­
essary tax measures. The new 
tax credit is equal to 3 per cent of 
total personal exemptions less 
IW per cent: of taxable income.
The intent of this tax credit is 
to bring tax relief to those who 
need it most;: By this I: mean:; 
Those families —y many of them 
with low incomes — who felt 
the impact of various cost-of-liv- 
ing increases since last March. I 
am very pleased that the elderly 
in particular will benefit frdih' 
this ; measure. 11 could assist; 
about 75 per cent of all elderly: 
residents in the province.
;; Because the credit is partially 
based on personal exemptions, 
your credit will be affected by 
your age, marital status and de­
pendents. For example, if you 
are a single pensioner, and will 
be eligible for a maximum credit 
of $155. As your income rises, 
the cred i t is reduced. If your an­
nua! income e,\ceeds $18,000 the 
credit is zero.
If you are a married pension­
er, you are eligible for a maxi­
mum credit of $238. The credit is 
reduced to zero with an income 
in excess of $25,000,
For a single parent with one 
child (under 18) the maximum 
credit is $113, phasing to zero 
with an income exceeding 
$12,000.
If you are married with tvyq 
children (under 18) themnxi- 
;;muin:credil:;is $2My phasing to 
zero with an income exceeding 
::$25,()00.:v:,:':'':;a:':',';'':
; 1 hope that all residents of llie'
Saanicly and cThe Islands area 
will feel free to bring their pro­
vincial Comierns to my ednslitu- 
yeticy' '':'(rffic(‘s::;'lc)ihited';’'''::ai:::=ri932'y 
Douglas Street) Victoria (lei: 
;:479-9334)'; dr'2160: Beacon''.Ave-'';: 
nue, Sidney ('lei; 656-6232). 
:'::';::::::,';ri'■'■'■'■.Hugh'^curiis;; 
'.Finance''Minister,.'' 
MLA .Saanich and The Islands.
Celebrating 50th 
anniversary
The 1st Juan de ITica Beavers- 
Gubs-Scouts, have been in exis­
tence 50 years this mdhlli. We 
will be holding a church service 
at 11 a,n)., followed by a tea arid 
display from 2 to -J p,in. a| Gor­
don IJuited Cl I urcl i, 93.5 GoK,h 
streaih Avenue, Victoria,March 
21,
-'' y"',;'.. ".'.'cMrs., lV''lowne,
.y'lsLJuan 'de'Fuca:':Beaver-'Ciih9>-:
■'^' Scouls,'-' 
^ ■'''-21440 Bpianne Place,
■'''':; ..''y',..’:,;-Victoria.'
60 YEARS AGO
From the March 16, 1922, issue
of The Review
A committee from Sidney 
Board of Trade met with provin­
cial officials to try to obtain a 
slipway for a ferry to operate be­
tween Sidney and Anacortes. 
Members of the delegation were 
assured their request would re­
ceive every consideration.
; * * *
Quite a little flurry of excite­
ment was occasioned by the 
capture of an octopus in Brent­
wood Bay. Mr. Thomas Walker 
was responsible for the catch, 
and those who go swimming in 
these waters may be thankful 
that this unwelcome visitor ar- ; 
rived at this time of year, and 
that Mr. Walker prevented any 
possibility of another 
appearance.
50 YEARS AGO
From the March 16, 1932, issue
of The Review
Following is the Lady Minto 
Gulf Islands Hospital report for 
February: Patients admitted 13. 
Births 1, Deaths, 1; Still in hospi­
tal 6. * ^ *
The local Little Theatre Asso­
ciation is entering the one-act 
play " 'Op O' Me Thumb," in 
the drama festival to be staged at 
the Crystal Garden Theatre in 
Victoria.
40 YEARS AGO
From the March 18, 1942, issue
of The Review
The installation of non-essen­
tial telephones, without permis­
sion from the metals controller, 
is not now permitted, it has 
been announced by the B.C. 
Telephone Go. ^
■ ' ■A'yy''. tV.'v'''
Only: a newly; purchased 
pump, / Which puinped “ wafer T 
1,200 feet from the sea, enabled
/North Saanicri \feiunfeer^^^ri
brigade to save the rectory on 
Third Street when some of the 
outbuildings burned.
30 YEARS AGO
From the March 19) 1952 issue
of The Review
Mrs. J.J. White was re-ele(:fed 
president of the Saanich Pioneer 
Society.
Artliur J.R. Ash, member of 
the provincial legislature for 
Saanich ^hce 1948, was; re­
nominated by Saanich Liberals 
for the provincial election ex­
pected to be calfed later in the:
,' year.';.
.''.20 YEARS;"AGO':'‘:'
From the March 14, 1962, issue 
of The Review
Ten new classrooms will be 
Impeded in Saanich School Dis­
trict for the opening of the fall 
term, chairman Reginald Sin- 
kinson told a meeting of repre­
sentatives of participating coun­
cils and property owner,s' 
association,
"■' -*1.
: Salt SpringTsland chamber of 
commerce directors have turned 
ddvyn a proposal made by B.C.
; Trill Authorities for the erection 
of a 200-foot by 12-foot sign at 
Beaver Point to bear the legend 
'^Salt Spring Island" and ic) be 
niaiiiilained by the ciiamber. ; a
10 YEARS AGO
: '.From .Ihe March;''15,:.'l'972,; issue:..',:::' 
of The Review
Sidney council has" withr; 
dra wn a proposal to amend zon­
ing of land beneath the airport 
approach to "airport commer­
cial" in the face pf angry protests 
from local residents. ”
Benefactor Jim VVakefleld has 
provided $316 to cover; purchasty : 
by Sidney firomon of "Old Bet­
sy," the converted, provincial 
government vyork truckwhich y 
was once the nucleus of the local 
fire department.
A re-vitalized Sidney and 
North Saaniclvchamber of com­
merce executive, under the 
leadership of new president Bob 
Whyte, recently played host to 
Vi si l.|pg..'' members. the ' Aiia-'
coiies diamber at a iuntheon 
:';''""meelin'g.in' Sidney,:"''^
Wednesday, March 17, 19S2
More rescue
by JOHN GREEN
A report resulting from a 
high-level federal government 
study of search and rescue oper­
ations repeatedly suggests 
greater use of volunteers in ma­
rine rescue work, and specifical­
ly refers to "substantially great­
er use of volunteers, particularly 
in the Victoria (Pacific coast) 
search and rescue region."
The report has not been made 
public, but a copy of part of it 
was leaked to the press in east­
ern Canada some weeks ago 
and some local men involved in 
marine rescue now have copies.
Much of it deals with prob­
lems of central organization.
Several different ministries are 
involved in search and rescue, 
there is no separate vote of mon­
ey for it, and government has 
never set out any objectives 
against which performance can 
be measured.
The report notes that marine 
incidents are steadily increas­
ing, while air incidents are not, 
and that of more than 6,800 ma­
rine incidents in a year only 420 
involved actual distress.
Estimated cost of search and 
rescue is $91 million a year. The 
point is repeatedly made that 
the greater part of the entire ef­
fort goes towards assisting peo­
ple in pleasure boats who are 
not in actual danger, and that 
this a function that has never 
been assigned by the 
government.
There is some encouragement 
in the report for two men who 
are currently trying to establish 
non-government lifeboat orga­
nizations such as there are in a 
number of European countries.
One section states: "Marine 
SAR (search and fescue) re-
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sponse should emphasize the 
use of faster craft and greater 
use of volunteers, both using 
their own boats as in the Cana­
dian Marine Rescue Auxiliary, 
or in Life Boat Institutes, or to 
partially or fully manned Cana­
dian Coast Guard craft."
The Review has recently re­
ceived press releases from the 
Canadian Lifeboat Institution 
Inc. and the British Columbia 
Lifeboat Society, both of which 
were set up in 1981 with the pur­
pose of raising money to buy 
and equip lifeboats and man 
them with volunteers, to cover 
the entire B.C. coast.
Recent television interviews 
made clear the Canadian Life­
boat Institution so far is a one- 
man project of Phil Matty, who 
lives on Passage Island in Howe 
Sound and has carried out many 
marine rescues.
The British Columbia Lifeboat 
Society also has as its sparkplug 
a man with an outstanding re­
cord in volunteer rescue work, 
Horst Klein of Pender Island, 
but there are four other direc­
tors, including Svend Mariager 
of Piers Island, and some local 
rescue organizations have 
joined the society, including one 
major one. Rescue 15 at Prince 
Rupert.
Volunteer rescuers also func­
tion under the Provincial Emer­
gency Program and the Canadi­
an Marine Rescue Auxiliary, 
which is affiliated w’ith the 
Coast Guard. In the waters 
around Victoria there is also an­
other organization. Safety 
Afloat, which combines a CB ra­
dio monitoring function and a 
fleet of volunteer rescuers. 
President of SAP is Horst Klein. 
It seems clear that there is
some sorting out to be done 
among volunteer organizations 
as well as among government 
departments, but that subject is 
not addressed in the govern­
ment report.
Speech contest
Everyone is invited to attend 
the International Toastmistress 
Clubs' annual Island Speech 
Contest to be held 5p.m. April 3 
at Royal Oak Inn's new conven­
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Registration for Kindergarten will take place at most 
District Elementary schools except that (1) Prospect 
Lake School students will register at Beaver Lake 
School, (2) McTavish School students will register at 
Sansbury School, and (3) Durrance School students 
will register at Brentwood School.
NOTE: This registration is required even if you have 
completed the recent Kindergarten survey 
form.
DATE: Wednesday, March 24, 1982
TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
ELIGIBILITY: AH children born in 1977
(Bring proof of age — Birth Certificate preferred)
Register at the closest Elementary school, but be ad­
vised that your child could be required to attend any 
other local Kindergarten.
Parrott heads fireball plan
Aid. Harold Parrott has been 
named chairman of a new com­
mittee of North Saanich council 
to expedite construction of the 
fire hall to be built this summer 
at McTavish and East Saanich 
Road. Others on the committee 
are aldermen Dick Herlinveaux 
and Jim Gumming.
® Council members reacted 
with considerable concern to a 
letter upbraiding them for sup­
porting a S5.8 million sewer for 
the southeast quadrant of the 
municipality. Gumming pointed
out council had merely circulat­
ed a paper giving information 
about the cost of such a sewer. 
Mayor Jay Rangel said this was 
done because a petition had 
been received requesting a sew­
er, and "this is the first time any­
one has accused us of being in 
favor of it."
® A $2,000 grant to the Penin­
sula Community Association 
was approved over the opposi­
tion of Gumming, who said it 
should not be increased from 
the $1,500 given last year with-
out going to the budget 
committee.
® Rangel cast the deciding 
vote in favor of preparing a by­
law to rezone a lot at Deep Cove 
marina from residential to mari­
na commercial, so the question 
could go to a public hearing. 
Gumming said the matter had 
already been aired "at least six 
times in the past seven years."
to sewage disposal, septic tanks 
or sewers, when there are now 
numerous alternative methods. 
Gumming said none of the alter­
natives get rid of the volume of 
liquid which is the main prob­










FOR INFORMATION CALL ^
: conMAC Toyes
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® Council unanimously re­
scinded earlier readings of a by­
law limiting the size of lot on 
which a house can be built, on 
the grounds that it was an at­
tempt to use zoning to solve a 
potential health problem.
Rangel said health authorities 
offer only two extreme solutions
® Completion of a bylaw giv­
ing heritage designation to the 
property at Nymph Point being 
turned over to North Saanich by 
Bob Wright for a park was held 
up because the precise bound­
aries of the property were not 
known.
® With council's approval, 
Rangel signed a proclamation 
naming the week of April 1 to 7 
as "Bicycle Safety Week".
Television ads working
The provincial government's 
television ads urging people to 
report drinking drivers seem to 
be having an effect, says Central 
Saanich police chief Bob Miles.
There has been a noticeable 
increase in the number of re­
ports phoned in during the past 
three weeks, he says. In about 
half the cases police have been
able to locate the vehicle report­
ed, and in about half of those 
cases the driver has either been 
charged or given a roadside 
suspension.
Sidney RCMP had not noted a 
special upsurge in such reports, 
but agreed that there had been a 
good many of them in recent 
weeks.
i '
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victory for All Routes
All Routes Express last week 
survived four motions before a 
Motor Carrier Commission 
hearing that they be ordered to 
"cease and desist", and 
emerged with a temporary li­
cence allowing them to carry on 
the major part of their business.
Spokesman Dave Rogers ad­
mitted on the witness stand 
Tuesday the company had been 
operating illegally since last fall, 
hauling freight to and from Sid­
ney and the Pat Bay Airport, 
Victoria and other points after a 
temporary permit had been 
refused.
Three of the requests for an 
order shutting down the com­
pany were made during the first 
day of the hearing, on Monday, 
while witnesses supporting All 
Routes' application were being 
heard and cross-examined. Rog­
ers said the order, which would 
have shut the company down, 
was denied because there was 
only circumstantial evidence be­
fore the commissioners that All 
Routes was operating illegally.
The fourth motion came after 
Rogers admitted the illegal op­
erations, but at that time the 
commissioners were also con­
sidering Rogers motion that the 
licence be granted.
After nearly two hours delib­
eration they delivered a split 
verdict, granting the cease and 
desist order regarding regular 
freight, but granting a tempo­
rary licence for the transport of 
any freight that had travelled 
part way by air.
Rogers said later that 95 per­
cent of the firm's business was 
air freight.
The hearing has been re­
cessed until June, when a deci­
sion will be made whether to 
make the temporary licence per­
manent, and W'hether a licence 
to transport regular freight will 
be granted.
Rogers said the firm would 
scrupulously obey the cease and 
desist order, since not doing so 
w'ould be'punished as contempt 
of court.
Operating without a licence, 
on the other hand, was a viola­
tion of the motor carrier act, and 
he estimated that twice as many 
carriers were operating without 
licences as were operating with 
them.
In the case of All Routes, he 
said, it was necessary to go 
ahead after temporary permis­
sion had been refused, in order 
to demonstrate that they were 
offering a superior service and
gain the support necessary to 
obtain a licence.
He said 15 witnesses took the 
stand to testify that All Routes 
was providing a service they 
had been unable to get from oth­
er companies, including one 
who came from Montreal at his 
own expense, one from Seattle 
and half a dozen from Vancou­
ver. Other witnesses were from 
the Sidney area, including Peter
Tredgett, Margaret Donaldson 
and John Eckford, representing 
Sidney and North Saanich 
chamber of commerce.
One of three firms that had 
filed objections, Johnson Termi­
nals, officially withdrew. D-Line 
Carriers and All-Can Express 
w'ere represented and opposed 
the application, with the lawyer 
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TAX TIP
OF THE WEEK
A PUBLIC SERVICE OF HAR BLOCK
Q. Jvisny students have their tui­
tion fees paid by somebody else 
and ask if they may still claim these 
fees as a deduction.
A. Yes. In fact, only the student 
may deduct tuition fees even if 
someone else paid them. However, 
if the fees were paid by the stu­
dent’s employer, the student must 
also include that amount as part of 
his income.
in
It's been shutouts all the way 
for peninsula secondary school 
rugby teams so far this season, 
but in the first week they were 
on the winning end. Last week 
the roof fell in.
Parkland beat Spectrum 12-0 
in their first game of the season, 
with Jamie Rhodes scoring three 
tries. Stelly's defeated Edward 
Milne 11-0, with Dick Guenther 
and Steve Hohban making tries 
and Cam McLean scoring on a 
penalty kick.
Last Wednesday Parkland 
hosted Oak Bay, one of the top 
rated teams in the league, and 
went down to defeat 20-0. The 
following day Stelly's played an­
other of the top teams. Mount 
Douglas. They kept things close 
up to the half, at 3-0, but were 
down 15-0 at the finish.
St. Michael's, Oak Bay and 
Mount Douglas are leading the 
league, all with two wins and no 
losses, and are expected to fin­
ish in the top three spots.
The Parkland team, coached 
by Don Burgess, has an 8-4 exhi­
bition victory over Mount Doug­
las, and has lost only half a doz­
en regulars from last year. The 
forwards had the power to 
watch Oak Bay in the screens, 
but lost out in the line-outs.
Stelly's coach, John Wenman, 
has only half of last year's team 
back and some of the newcom­
ers have not even played in ju­
nior high, but the team attitude 
is good and he expects they will 
have a respectable record.
Sun shining top, Thursday afternoon, but not for Stelly's rugby team, who 
couldn t contain hard-charging Mount Douglas squad and went down to a 15-0 defeat. 
Below, Rugby season ended for Oak Bay back Doug Thompson, when he broke both 
bones in left leg Wednesday in game at Parkland and was taken to hospital by Sidney 
ambulance men. Parkland coach Don Burgess can't recall similar injury in 17years of 
high school rugger. ^
Win
Labatt's Six-Packs placed 
fourth in the B.G. senior men's 
volleyball championships at 
Vancouver over the weekend, 
but it was Farwest Hammers, 
one of the teams that finished 
behind Six-Packs in league play, 
who won it all:
Tl^ Victoria team defeated 
of Vancouver, by two 
games out of three in the final, 
and will represent B.C. in the 
western Canadian; champion­
ships at Vancouver April 2 and
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Final registration for Central 
Saanich Little League boys' 
baseball and girls' softball and 
for the senior league will be held 
March 21 from 1 to 4 p.m. at 
Centennial Park.
After winning a quarter final 
game March 6 with Gordon 
Head in an overtime shoot-out. 
Peninsula Steelers defeated 
Juan de Fuca Hi-Way Supermart 
1-0 in the division 6B youth soc­
cer semi-final.
Outstanding goalkeeping by 
David Doyle and strong perfor­
mances by Kenny Wright and 
Drew Campbell held visitors off 
the scoreboard, and with less 
than two minutes to go, Steel­
ers' fullback Tim Street passed 
to halfback Scott Mahon, who 
passed to Neil Gregory, who 
scored the only goal in the 
game. Steelers will play for the 
District Cup for the second year 
in a row April 3.
In Division 8 south. Peninsula 
Tornados and Gorge Buccaneers 
were tied 1-1 at the end of regu­
lation time, but Tornados scored 
in each of the two overtime per­
iods to win 3-1. Andy Wakefield 
got the first goal, set up on a 
pass from George Landsberger. 
Daryl Lawes made many excel­
lent saves, but one hard shot 
dribbled in off his hands.
In overtime, David Birdsall 
scored, set up by Mark Bunting,
and then Bunting got the insur­
ance goal with a solo run from 
centre field. Craig Robson, lain 
Campbell and Korby Grist 
played well defensively, and 
Lee Rogers put in another top 
performance.
Peninsula Topcats, missing 
top playmaker Wesley nelson, 
top goal scorer Dean Ulmer and
defender Andrew Ens, were 
eliminated 1-0 by Sooke Blue 
Jays in a protested game. Top- 
cats came close on several plays, 
with an excellent team effort, 
but lady luck was not with 
them. Terry James, Warren 
Brander and Barry Mosher did 
well on defence, and goalie 
Scott Werhun got the game ball.
Denise Allen and Carolyn Gustafson, of Peninsula Figure 
Skating Club, inspect awards following close of competi­
tions and aware ceremonies Thursday. Tom Crbnk Photo
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7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
(2) ClubCrawl Police Squad! lommy Hunter Show Dallas CBC News-Journal
ID Regional Telejouinal Vendredi Hors Serie: "Maitres” Reperes Laprade
w PM Northwest The Muppels Benson The Phoenix Strike Force
Entertainment Tic Tac Dough NBC Magazine NBC Movie:"The Car"
(^ Jeifersons Fast Company Movie; "Tomorrow’s Child" Falcon Crest
(Z) Basketball: Kansa City Vs. Seattle Cont'd Dallas Falcon Crest
(8) Day At Time Fast Company The Dukes Ol Hazzard The Fall Guy Falcon Crest
(9) MacNell Or. In House Wash. Week Wall Street Down Home Country Music
(11) M.A.S.H. Barney Miller Movie: "The Adventures Of Huckleberry Finn" News
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m Vancouver Movie: “New York, New York"
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Just back from Mexico City 
and Puerto Vallarta, 2 very 
different places.
Merdco City". . : full of stun­
ning architecture, art and mu­
seums, including the world’s 
first Panda born in captivity. 
Puerto Vallarta . . . on the 
Pacific, friendly, sunny, lots to 
do, in a town you can walk 
through 0h ease The food is 
good, the price is reasonable 
and the Mexicans friendly.
CALL TODAY
Peninsula softball registratipri 
fcu^ players 7 to ; 18years; 0^ 
will be held from 1 to 4 p .m . on 
Saturday at Panorama Leisure 
Centre.
All the local teams are for 
girls, but boys over 13 who wish 
to register to play softball can be 
accommodated on teams in the 
Golwood and District league. =
Bonnie Braithwaite, who has 
organized girlsL softball for the 
past three years, is asking for 
help this year frorri parents of 
players. If there are hot enough 
volunteers she will not be able to 
continue.
She is also hoping to get some 
financial and other help from lo­
cal service clubsL
Last year about 200 girls took 
part. There were four teams in 
the seven to nine age range, four 
rnore of 10 to 12, and less in the 
older groups.
A peninsula team entered the 
Colwood and District league in
the Bantam division and won; 
the "BT championship. This 
year they will play as a "B" team 
in the Midget division (up to 18) 
with a chance to go to the sum­
mer games if they win, and 
there may be two Bantam 
teams.
Anyone willing to assist to 
keep softball going, or anyone 
wishing further information 
should call Bonnie at 656-6166.
Bawling
Miracle Banes
By LVALL RIDDELL 
■ Twenty teams have qualified
(KcsetyaDons rcr)uc*lctl)
Top Round Beef 
Boru*-ln Ham 
■ lurkey.';'/ ■ 
Salmon ^ ^
Hot Vegctablev 
l lomemade Dessert 
our famous Salad Bar
11.75
cial Team Bowl tournament; A 
total of 180 teams in B.C. who r 
win in this tournament are 
awarded a one-week holiday in 
Reno, starting June 20.
On March 26, the popular 
"King of the Lanes" tournamenf 
will be held. Keep that date 
open, gentlemen.
Top bowlers of the past two 
weekSvVvel■b:"^';^■■:.::;:■::^^^ ..r.'VV;.
: (281); L. Riddell, 734 (297); Mdl- 
lie Cork, 700 (264),
Ihesday and Thursday Com­
mercial — R. Harsley, 764 (310);
: R. Doran, 744 (272); M, Hey- 
vvood, 748 (277); G. Hilk 728
: (265); R. ;Neal; 666: (341); Mi 
Meywood; 791 (329);H, Pryke, ,
' 654 (311); M. Lovejoy 714 (310). ; ^ 
Ladies~-.P Burt,686(234); Mi 
Isdahl, 676 (246); B. Roy, 642 
■■■:;■■■■■ (234), ■■■''/■
, Legion ) D. 'Ibller, 800 (297); L. 
Riddell, 752 (351); W. White; 745 
(270); A. Oliphant, 703 (275); Ei­
leen Uron, 683 (316); D, Finley,
665 (231); G. Riddell, 665 (239);
K Abbott, 653 (245).
Golden Ago May Radzik,
„ ii.730if2901'Vi.:"
v:'.:;;-.' YBC:---, <5enior:vA.^'Dean,v524 
(199); Junior: Barb Coldwell, 503 
(188); Bantam: Donna Courser;
451 (190); I’eewce: T Bevvlev,-
iiv:295Moubie:;(j67):.::i:;v:i.ii;:'';'i:v:::v:.i::"
; iii i r::i:i
'■ i:;FresIi ,:Sc!af6od:iiidiPrlmc;'Rib yii;:;''
35!17.Be»coi, Av.; ■" ' ''ft 56-'1 1 3vl
TTric .streets nw; for
v;;'.'/'iJic.peopIc;*:'::':,;
I?ven4se your HeJus 
! vitiUi6 bUH'k a day.
■'i . >
rm
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THE REVIEW All
A rugby team? That's right, on days when they have a 
home game members of Stelly's secondary school rugby 
team turn out in suits and ties. From left, front, Malcolm fe 
Penn, Sean O'Brien, Chris Ford, Timo Tissari, Tim j 
Shumka, Alexander Dworak, Dan Hryhoryshen, Steve j 
Hohban, Dave Jacox, Kevin Allard; back, Dave McCal- j 
him. Cam McLean, Matthew Ashton, Pat Fox, Greg Kerr, | 
Mike Pearce, Gordie Rogers, Brian Elvedahi, Tod Purdy, | 
Stephan Van der Boom. i
John Green Photo §
Serving the peninsula 
since 1951
Residential, Commercial 
and Institutional Design 
Renovation 
Building Serveys 
Complete Service ttnoughout 
Design and Construction
Ladislav Holovsky, Architect
25)5? Bova?-Avenue, Sicliitiy, B C. Vai IWGTel 656-1014 
















The finals of the Sidney Men's 
Recreational Hockey League 
will be a replay of last year's, 
and the Weathergard team is 
hoping the outcome will be the 
same as well.
In 1981, as in 1982, Sidney 
Freight finished first in league 
play and Weathergard second, 
but in the playoffs Weathergard, 








Peninsula Midget reps, spon­
sored by Seaboard Construc­
tion; defeated Parksville in two 
straight games to win the lsTand 
playoffs at Panorama Leisure
Centre on the yveekend :5-T^a 
?-4; ThejAVwill now go on to thei' 
prpyiricial playoffs at Srnithers.
Rebels gave Freight a tussle in 
the semi-finals, winning the 
first game on March 3 by a 5-4 
margin, with Carl English get­
ting two goals. Freight came 
back on March 5 for a 5-3 victory, 
\yith Gary Shumka getting two 
goals and two assists.
Freight wrapped it up 3-1 on 
March 10, vvith Shumka again 
scoring twice.
In the other semi-final, 
Weathergard defeated. Mer­
chants 5-2 on March 3, with 
Dean Wingerter getting both 
Merchants' goals. On March 10 
Mike Miller got a hat trick as 
Weathergard took the series 
with a 4-1 win.
, Final games are scheduled for 
9:40 p.rn. today, 6:p.m. On Fri- 
*^3^7 310d 9:30 p.m;, if a< third 
ygarne is; needed, phfNlafch 24.? 
Annual banquet will be held 
April 3 at the Travelodge.
Effective:
Home of SUPER savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel ■ ' ’'V- ,'-"
STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00
\ 'V
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
FRESH CHICKEN
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30 VW'
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Peewee : reps, sponsored by^ 
Philbrook Boatyard, also played 
Parksville, but lost? They took 
the Friday night game 5-3, but 
ldsL4-5 bn Saturday night and 5- 
7,on Sunday.7;'Ly
The Pup rep team; sponsored 
by H.C. Plumbing, was defeat­












SidneyyTire won their sud­
den-death inter-city playoff 
against Esquimau IL by a 3-2 
■margin..;:,; ■
Experienced in Conventioiial 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perrris (Body Waves), Colouring
MARINA COURT on 2nd Street 
TuesFSat 8:30-5:30 656-4443
: y
Adsms CKANHRCXiK, B.G KBD DKER, ALIA,
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GOLDEN DELICIOUS
CANADA GR; A BEEF, STANDING
' ■'! Frezen. Food By
WESTVALE FRENCH STYLE
Green Beans 907 gn
SNOCAPL
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.yy:;'Dennis H;J.amc,;c.q;A:, Mflnaginjit' Partner' 
^ ; : WITH rOURTEFN OFRCFS THROUGHOUT 
J3RITISH COLUMBIAi Al.RLRTA AND THE
. ■ ;■■■ 1 vy. '
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MRS; SMITH’S
IMPERIAL
McCAiN DOLLAR CHIP L
,,,,,„,,,„,y:yy:y, "ACC UNTIN ,SERVICES',;
.V, .f'' y. :’■:■: :,V'■?'■■ ■;?':
■■■ y«;:AUDITING'""''' '
:35e 1b..
“ - ' ' ' ■ i y, ■ U' T t, 'i ,; '
Potatoes 680 gr......................................
' y-'■ FINANCIAL/AJATEMiNT PRESENTATION'!:. 
;;:'?y;*''GbMf»UTER;ACCOUNTlNCTMPin,:'IC'’A,rif)NS
• iM/'-rVLyii: r a v /nri'ncy>Ai a a: a t .r? ;
TETLEY TOP •yyyA" ■ i'i
■ " "a ■!'■ y'
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i^GOME TAX (PERSONAL AND
CORPORATE)
CLIENT Accounting !
- PAYROLLS ! A ^ ^^^^ !
- ACCOUNTS RECeiVABLE 
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• SPEC1AI.I/Ep INCOME; TAX 
BMSINESS VaLUATIONSAA,^.,.,,.
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Ir' ! y!^,;,:'yy •!:: ASSIST ANCE: WfTH'T
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ALPHA NATURAL V
Honey, 1 kg ; A .
.GREEN GIANT!''y".A
'Creani':Corn''398'mi
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;Pear;Halves::398 ml";!;,..,
'ooiR,;p«ckiy lAlulce; '
WIN A SET OF
HUNTS
Tbrnato Sauce 398
QUICK AS A WINK
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The finance committee of the 
Capital Regional District, which 
includes the mayors of the four 
core municipalities, has recom­
mended new salary schedule for 
regional directors which would 
give more to the representatives 
of Oak Bay, Esquimalt, Saanich 
and Victoria, Metchosin and 
View Royal and less to everyone 
else.
The recommendation was ta­
bled by the CRD board and will 
be discussed at a later meeting, 
but if core directors vote for it 
they have the votes to put it 
through.
The new scale would provide 
$4,500 a year for all directors re­
presenting municipalities. This 
would boost the core directors 
up from $4,054, but cut the Cen­
tral Saanich representative back 
from $5,072 and the North Saan­
ich and Sidney representatives 
back from $6,325.^^^ ^^ ^
Peninsula regional directors 
serve on the water commission 
as well, and Sidney and North 
Saanich directors serve on the 
recreation commission.
Salt Spring and Outer Island 
directors would be cut from 
$7>636 and $6,797 to $5,000.
for directdrs from 
the western communities would 
be $7,500. This would be an in­
crease for Metchosin and View 
Royal directors, who now get 
$6,767. In theory it would de- 
crea^se tfe pay of the Col wood, 
Langford and Sooke directors, 
but it is recommended their pay 
be kept unchanged until the 
standard scale rises to meet it.
The Sooke director gets $7,636 
and the other two $8,677. It has 
been argued that as representa­
tives or unorganized areas they 
have to do much of the work of 
municipal councils. This does 
not apply on the Islands because 
problems such as zoning are 
handled & the Island
■■v3VuSt.";:;V
Sidney Anglers Association, 
which presented a brief to the 
Commission on Pacific Fisheries 
Policy last year, will submit a 
supplementary brief Thursday 
when the commission sits at the 
Edelweiss Club in Victoria, tak­
ing issue with some points 
made in the preliminary report 
of the commission.
The Sidney group contests an 
assertion that salt water anglers 
have higher than average in­
comes, suggesting fishing is a 
wealthy man's recreation. 
Among the club's 250 members, 
the brief states, earning levels 
are probably comparable with 
those of the average worker.
Figure skating 
winners
The Peninsula Figure Skating 
Club and the Royal Bank spon­
sored a junior Olympic skating 
competition on March 8 and 11 
at Panorama Leisure Centre.
Events included basic figure 
skating skills; preliminary to 
fourth figures; preliminary to 
senior bronze free skate, and 
dances from preliminary to sen­
ior silver.
Judging was done on a volun­
teer basis by senior skaters from 
other clubs as well as from the 
peninsula club. On awards 
night Friday demonstrations 
were given by Denise Allen and 
Carolyn Gustafson and Cheryl 
Evans, and by the club's preci­
sion team and two Fiesta tango 
formations.
Terry Young of the Royal 
Bank in Sidney and Marie Hick­
ey, president of the peninsula 
club, presented The- awards. 
Members of the ^winning blue ? 
team w^re given medails, while 
green, orange and red teams, 
which finished in that order, 
were given ribbons. Each par­
ticipant also received a junior 
Olympics crest, a participant rib­
bon, an arm flash and the op­
portunity to enterj^ the Royal 
Bank scholarship contest.
Bouquets were presented to 
Noel Smith, competition chair­
man, and Pat Th6msbn,man- 
,ager of the precision team.
The brief suggests that while 
conservation restrictions have 
been applied to the sports fish­
ermen, the troll fleet and the 
gillnet fleet, there has been no 
change in seine fishery to lessen 
its impact on chinook and coho 
stocks.
It challenges an assumption 
in the preliminary report that if 
sport fishing were absent peo­
ple would spend their money on 
other recreational pursuits.
It also protests "an underly­
ing theme" in the commission's 
report that more money is to be 
raised from the sports fishery, 
but the opportunity to partici­
pate may be reduced. Financial 
contribution to enhancement, 
the club suggests, should be 
based on the percentage of the 
catch landed — which would 
see sports fishermen paying 5 to 
7 per cent of the total.
Waixme
Step into Spring with 
Palm Desert Knits 
by Koret of Canada
Co-ordinate with Oasis Tweeds 
for that Classic or Casual look 
featuring Chanel style Jackets, 
Blazers Slim line or Sunburst 
pleat Skirts, Pull-on and Fly 
Front Plants. All in delicate 
Rose, Natural or Brown. Fie 
them together with Tropical 
Floral Prints and Sahara 
Stripe Soft Skirts and Blouses.
Come in now to view the new 
Spring Fashions.
"‘The Spooner The Better.”
■WEAKo
Two Stores: : ^ ^
■ - Brentwood Bay Shopping Centre' ' ' ^ 
West Saanich and Verdier 652-5612 




; ; -Experience -this 
deluxe headphone.* 
; ■ 2'Controls'let you: 
V s e t y o I u rri e a n d 
l .'balance for sound* 
* just theAvay: you 
- like; it. Now 'you 
:Save-50%. . ; -
33-1014;..
FBISi BEOyOTIOli
fn an attempt to help our customers
uje.hdveri->l'
* Held our service rate at $28.00 per hour
* Lowered our prices bri paint arid hardware stock.
* Lowered 'Traveliff haul-out rates by 30%.
* Reduced haul-out for outdrive repair by us a further 50%. 
\Vespecialize inr,:;'^ .
* 'Mercruiser' engine and outdrive repairs and installations.
* Gas and Diesel engine repair, service and installations.
* Fiberglass repairs and finishing, ;
I * All typesbf wooden boat repair and joinery.
* Machine work and welding facilities.
2300;Cahbe;Cove:Rd;;'*":«656-i.......
S-diyit LCD display
EC-259 calculator Isa mere 10 














has never beein 
prised this low !
ftffl Oft
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SCT'2.1 aloroci cussotlu tocordur 
gives you Dolbyi noise reduction 
combined with the superior 
reproduction of metril tape, A|l 
thus, and fi $40 saving, tool
Knjoy dramatic atereo 
; drive nt a price too good | 
up, You gut 12 watts, pet 
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,'Hoar aM/FM on your, 
AM radio wiilv a cdnv, 
verier, 12VPC neo, 
gnd. only, I2-1350 .
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All Electronic Games 
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The Waddling Dog Inn
Patricia Bay Highway - Reservations 652-1146|
ESTABLISHED 1912 25 CENTS
Go-ahead soon on Bawlf plan?
By CRANIA LITWIN
Sam Bawlf came one step closer Monday night to the realization 
ot an 18-hole golf course and development of deluxe golf villas in 
the area east of Wallace Drive and south of Benvenuto.
Bawlf plan is to create a golf course and villas on his property of 
approximately 150 acres. The site is currently zoned RE-1, 10-acre 
minimum.
Council gave first and second reading to a Bylaw 659, creating a 
new zone called Golf-COurse Tourist Commercial (C7) on March 1
A public hearing was held Monday night for the zoning amend- 
rnent bylaw but it was all over in a matter of minutes — no member 
of the public wished to speak.
Once the bylaw has been given third and final reading in a few 
weeks Bawlf will have the right to come forward and apply for the
zoning to be applied to his land.
Technically, Bawlf could construct all the golf villas he proposes 
on the land he own just west of Wallace where the zoning allows for 
hotels and motels.
But, says municipal planner Gay Wheeler, Bawlf wants to spread 
the villa development throughout the golf course area as the result
will be more appealing and more marketable.
The number of villas Bawlf wishes to construct was reduced from 
200 to 75 and is well below that allowed for the area, said Wheeler.
Dogged
does it
Proud mom of eigh t pups, this tiny pure pred Jack Russell terrier may ha ve set record. 
Owners Edna and Bob Watt, 7147 Hagain, Central Saanich, say "Tiny" Watt's pups 
valued at some $150 each, will be weaned and ready for sale early May. During the public question 
and answer period of Central 
Saanich council Monday night 
resident Ed Gait asked council 
members if they were going to 
restrain the budget increase to 
12 pep cent;in the coming fiscal 
year.
Aid, George MacFarlane told 
Gait council is committed to
keefnng:c6^ts;dowh and MiyoC 
DayeHill agreed; saying council 
is not planning on havihg any
By CRANIA LITWIN 
Members of the Central Sdan- 
ich police bciard are encouraged 
by results that haye come in so 
far from a questionnaire that
weeks ago.
But they are still hoping many 
more responses will be mailed 
in as the results of such a survey 
depend in large part on the pub- 
■''"lie Interest.
Board member Allan Nicholls 
said many respondents stated 
how well they considered the 
district's policing service is 
handled.
"All responses have been sen­
sible and thoughtful and there 
has been not one negative com­
ment about the cost," he said,
About one per cent of the blue 
questionnaires have been re­
turned to the board, says Gail 
Bonos, vyho pointed, out that 
while the response is low per­
haps it points to satisfaction oh 
the part of reisiclents, ■ ,
This is certainly true of Brent­
wood Bay Business Associaticih
member Alex Chisholm, of 
Ariglers Anchorage Marina,: 933 
Marchant.
"I think we have the best po­
lice protection," he said in an in­
terview with The Rewew 
' /.'Tuesday.
"We have the most obliging 
and alert police force I've ever 
seen and as far as the marina 
here is concerned we have a 
great deal of respect for the po­
lice. Their response has always 
been fantastic.''
The police bpard question­
naire was accompanied by a de­
tailed report on policing prob­
lems, policies, costs and a 
thorough outline of law-enforc­
ing priorities.
One irony of the question­
naire results, says Nicholls, is 
that while vandalism in the 
community is on the wane it is 
still the number orie cdhcern of 
''/residents,'
And conversely , while the 
; pamphlet states thefts wei;o on 
the rise, public concern for this 
; problem is low. '
Board members hope that 
through increased public avyafe- 
; ness and understanding of po- 
licing problems the commdnity 
can improve its already highly / 
praised seryice.
"We don't want vigilence / 
groups but we do want vigilant 
neighbours," said Nichollsy 
Mayor Dave Hill said the 
board will debate survey results 
when more responses are in at 
the end of the month/and then 
decide whether to hold a public 
infOrrriation meeting^ ;
"We try to go for zerO increase 
each yean Just because the 12
per cent is there doesn't mean 
we will go for that."
In other business council was 
informed through a report from 
the Capital Regional District 
fhsf Central Saanich is one of 
the fastest growing districts in 
the area.
/percentage increase over 
last year is 5.3 per cent, while 
that of/North Saanich is/dovyh v2 
per cent and Sidney shows a rise 
of only 1.5 per cent.
The Central Saanich rate is 
cpmpafabie to Victoria's rate 
which is 4^8 per centhigher than
last year.
Persistence paid off for a Cen­
tral Saanich policeman who 
checked the same car twice Fri­
day night.
The first check about 11 p.m. 
showed the driver, out of jail on 
mandatory supervision, was 
wanted by Saanich police on a 
warrant for a traffic offence. The 
man drove to Saanich, where he 
was released on a promise to ap­
pear in court.
Twenty-five minutes later, at 
12:30 a.m., the Central Saanich 
officer saw the same car with 
two men in it on Mount Newton 
X Road near the Prairie Inn. He 
checked it again and found 
three large batteries in the back 
seat. These proved to have been 
stolen from machines parked at 
Milos Equipment Ltd., 6808 Kil­
patrick, in Saanichton. A charge 
of possession of stolen goods 
will be laid.
In other police news:
® A video game worth $350 
was stolen from the home of 
Flerbert Hayes, 2513 Meadow- 




In the meantime every major 
club and organization, includ­
ing business associations, rate­
payers groups, and the fire de­
partment, are being contacted 
for input, he said.
The Central Saanich police 
board pamphlet and question­
naire approach have been a 
unique undertaking in this area / 
and in recent weeks has gained 
the attention and approVal of 
the provincial attdrney-gbner-
■ al'S'Offirn ' .
Integrated pest management 
was a popular topic covered in a 
two-day growers' "update" held 
Feb. 24 and 25 by the provinical 
ministry of agriculture and food 
at Saanichton Research Station.
If you don't know what Inte­
grated Pest Management (IPM) 
is then you're behind the times, 
IPM combines the use of chemi­
cal, cultural and biological 
methods to suppress pest popu- 
lations below damaging levels 
with minimum side effects.
T’here wtire four sessions —- 
greenhouse, vegetable, berry 
and tree fruits, with a lotal of 73 
growers in attendance. Growers 
W'ere interested in gelting away
from an oyer-reliance on pesti­
cides, and wanted to learn about 
the use of predator insects in the 
control of whiteflies and two- 
spotted mites and in monitoring 
insect pests in orchards.
/I'he meetings were arranged 
and chaired by Brent Warner, 
district horticulturist for Van­
couver Island and the Gulf Is­
lands and Andrea Bqunassisi, 
pest control specialist. Green­
house, vegetable, tree fruit and 
; berrygrowerscame to hear min­
istry specialists and Saanichton 
research station scientists dis­
cuss everything from the metric 
; production guides to broccoli 
production in the coastal regionf
Saanich school board has re- 
/ ferred to; the secondary schools 
a communicatiori from the new­
ly-formed Tod Greek Drainage 
Enhancement Society, a com­
munity group with plans to im­
prove Tod Greek and its tributar­
ies for/ salmon production and 
/■ Tecrea'tion./'
The society, with 43 founding 
niembers, is headed by Ronald 
de Pol, as interim chairrrtan, 
with Lome Ebell as interim 
secretary. „
They describe Tod Greek as 
"probably the area's most de­
graded and polluted stream," 
and stale that "reversal of degra­
dation under such challenging 
conditions would be/ a demon­
stration that all stream can be 
productiye to the limits of their 
/ potential."
Tvyo biological studies done in / 
1981 indicated the stream can be 
rehabilitated, and has a poten­
tial to produce 6,800 coho and
4,500 cutthroat smolt.*# a vhar/
I'//:
"■// /By PEGGIE; ROWAND///' 
There will be a provincial elec­
tion this year and NpP Opposi­
tion Leader Dave Barrett will bo 
B.C.'s ne.xt premier.
The depre.ssion (not reces­
sion) will contiii|ue for another 
nine months and it'll get worse 
before it gets betterincluding 
unemployment. Until then, 
people are advised to "tighten: 
their belts, cut their spending 
and not get iiilo debt or buy lux­
ury items they don't need," 
Those predictions come from 
Scottish-born psychlc Rose Gal- 
lacher, a 47-year-o)d resident of 
3048 Mallard, Central Saanich.
Rose wa;^ just /a tiny child 
when she realized she wa,s "dif- 
ferept" to other childreh. 
Th'roughoul/4\erkhool / yeats" 
that diffeionch became incrcas
ingly obvious-- and it made for 
a lonely childhood,
But Ro,so was lucky, Her com­
passionate rnolher was also a 
psychic and able to help her 
daughter through any rough 
• ;/,patches,/''' ,
may have" been 
difficull once for the small Rose, 
the now mature, happily mar­
ried woman admits to feeling 
her.sclf a "very privileged 
/,/ 'person".;,/'/:"/. ////;.
Fame has been hers for many 
years as her gifts became knovm 
— and used *— to police, nbf 
only locally but in the U, S. Even
Interpol has in the past required 
the services of Rose and her 
^ ^ ;d«wghler, Jaymie;'-'/'"'
pi her ihree children, 26- 
ye«U'».>ld Jayjnie is the only one
and the two often work in 
/ tandem'V'
In one case police came to 
Rose wanting information about 
a missing person and asked her 
to "psyche-ift". Rose and Jaymie 
studied a photo of the missing 
woman then went Into separate 
rooms. Once they're on a case 
together, Rose explains, they 
start off working alone and later 
join forces,
Ruse told police the woman 
was dead-- shot in ihe head— 
but police laughed They wer­
en't looking fora murder, a dead 
body. Then Jaymie agreed with 
Rose nnd Knfh begnn to dcacribc 
the area and the terrain Where 
tfje body would be found. Jay- 
niie .said it would be found with­
in three days and sure enough,
continued oii p*ge 2
.uidL
Molhcra^ da»^hlcr p,^hlC8; Rose (left) and Jaymie Ga^
Interpoh Canadian and U.S. police i^ill on their gifts to help solve crihtb.
sj ' „„ ,
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"Restraint"
Exploding the Myths of Education Finance
MYTH. ———
"Parents are satisfied with the education 
system of TO years ago."
False — Parents are demanding, and schools are 
providing, more and more services.
As compared to W years ago, schools are now 
providing:
^. Smaller classes
2. Skill development and learning assistance 
programs
3. Alternate programs for potential dropouts
4. increased number of subjects taught in 
secondary schools
5. Improved career preparation programs
6. Improved music programs -- particularly at the 
elementary level
7. French immersion and French as a second 
language in elementary schools
8. Improved library services
9. Provision of services for the physically and 
mentally handicapped
10. Improved counselling services
11. Increased specialized programs, enrichment, 
honours classes
12. improved diagnosis of learning problems
13. Provision for kindergarten programs
14. Native studies and liaison
15. Daily physical education
Let your trustee know of your continued support for 
these services for children.
SAANICH TEACHERS' 
ASSOCATION
Today's affluence and increased mobility — which should 
have a very positive emotional effect on families — unfortu­
nately carries vvith it a very destructive component. When one 
considers less prosperous times and compares them to today, 
one very strong feature which becomes apparent is the degree 
of disposability.
During times of less affluence and mobility families had a 
greater investment in each other and strove to mend interper­
sonal fences as well as material objects.




LEN GOODMAN, C.A. 
RAY C. MOTT, C.A.
® Auditing 
® Tax Consulting 
o Monthly Accounting Services 
© Financial Statement 
• Preparation
® Advice on Business 
Purchases
® Corporate and Personal 
Tax Returns
e Management Consulting
210 - 468 TRANS CANADA HIGHWAY, DUNCAN, 
B.C. V9L 3R6 / PHONE 748-0339
209 - 4475 VIEWMONT AVENUE (ROYAL OAK), 
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GOSPEL CHAPEL
shoes and it was almost an object of pride to see how long one 
could maintain something.
Currently, the philosophy of "newness is goodness" ap­
pears to be prevalent. This appears to be true, whether in ref­
erence to shoes, homes, spouses or even children.
Individuals seek "happiness" and "peace of mind" as 
though they were commodities to be bartered for or pur­
chased at the local store. However, happiness cannot be pur­
chased and peace of mind will not be achieved without con­
stant attention to one's own individual strengths, growth, 
realistic desires and limitations.
, When or if the disposable society will end is certainly open 
to speculation, however, the disastrous effects of it on cul­
tures, families, or individuals is certainly evidenced by the fact 
that there is an ever growing number of helping agencies re­
quired to help people deal with life's day-to-day problems.
Do you have a problem, are you concerned with the state of your 
marriage, the behaviour of your children? Do you need help? George 
Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in Central Saanich. As a communi­
ty service, he invites letters from concerned readers. Replies will be 
given through this regular, weekly column. Write: George Kurbatoff, 
do The Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, Sidney, RO. Box 2070, 
V8L3S5.
Dave tipped to win election
continued from page 1
three days later a man was walk- the murderer as well as locate
ing his dog — and the dog bodies of victims. "I've never
nosed out the body. picked the wrong man. I've nev-
Rose says she can pinpoint ef made a mistake." ^
I don't say I never will. Rose 
adds."! always tell the police to 
allow me a margin of error."
The! police, of course, don't 
pay for Rose and Jaymie's ser­
vices. And Rose says she would 
never charge the mother of a 
missing child for information. In 
fact, Rose does a great deal of 
volunteer worklike the show 
for Easter Seals she's been doing 
past six years to help 
:Taise|funds!''.."'.!'!!'.!./
Rose takes the psychic field 
"very seriously, it's a map of 
ypuih life!! and points/ out the ! 
! y highs; ,an^. IqwsTiarid. i! the aceP 
dents, which, she stresses, can 
be avoisiied if they're pointed out
Sheicdmpares herself to a psy-A 
! cholbgist;"They're listening to 
y ! you , and giving advice. And 
y you're doing all the talking"' 
With a psychic it's the other way 
around, she says.
"When you visit a good, re­
sponsible psychic" — and she 
admits there are a lot of con art­
ists in the field "the psychic 
will do all the talking and the cli­
ent is able to analyze and check 
the information being given," 
■!■■'' she.explaihs. /:!'
; Rose says initially her hus-; 
band was the "bigge.st disbeliev­
er" in her psychic abilities but 
was soon won over by sheer 
facts. Then when young Jayinie 
began to show the same gifts as 
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^ ind is an exciting if unpredictable feature of 
our weather, and no place on earth is exempt 
from it. Although it could cause damage, the 
improved construction of our houses and 
proper placement of barriers cap usually 
prevent this. In fact, the wind is rnore likely 
to be beneficial. It can be harnessed for a free 
source of energy, it aids the pollination of 
plants, cleans the air we breathe, brings 
welcome relief from a heat wave, often heralds 
a much-needed rainstorm and, as in March, 
signals the changing seasons. It is even 
essential for soine forms of pleasure, such 
as sailirig and flying kites. In any case, it is a 
vital eilement of God’s creation, as you will ! 
learn at yoiir House of Worship; to which some 
benevolent wind should propel you every 
Sabbath day.
"...the wind passeth over 
and it is gone; and the 
place'! thereof shctll 
Know it no more,''! !' :
-Psalm 103:16
girl aside and "sat for hours with 
her, testing hen saying over and 
over again,' prove it, prove it 
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■’LtienmrrJe.Greiiet ",»y and i
yl le was finally convinced and 
reconciled to having IvVo psy- 
' chics in the house. Now, Rose 
says, Jaymie will surpass her.
I: "For a long time: she's lived in 
my shadovv," she says.
Rose rarely givesi private read­
ings—she leaves that to jfiymie 
— but she appears every Friday 
morning oh GHEK television,
! channel"6 oiy the 11
with her .segment running from 
11:30 a,in. to noon.
Rose runs weekend seminars 
a ml \v o rks h o pis, u s u a 11 y keo p- 
ing the number of people to 1,5 
-- I try to keep the seminars 
3 small, otherwise 1 can't "reach" 
lliem, she explains.
And it's (iflen surprising who 
turns out to have psychic abili­
ties, One elderly lady of 75,a 
sceptic who only aftended Ip 
keep her daughter-in-law corn* 
pany, tapped the class, sh(3 says,
Back to Rose's prediylipns. 
When Barrett leacls Britislv Co- 
I:;! . !umbia!4h'c, 'proviricial. ;>al(;'a!'.lax.;. 
will drhp from 6 to 4 pur cent, 
4he says, And she insists Barrett 
"will make it because he's 
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The Sidney group of the Save 
'I'he Children Fund holds regu­
lar meetings at St. Andrew's 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors warm­
ly welcomed.
Pathways Centre, located in 
the Elk Lake area, is in need of 
a volunteer to teach simple ce­
ramics one-half day each week. 
Call 658-5414 for more 
information.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. in 
Shady Creek United Church 
Hall, 7184 East Saanich Road. 
Visitors welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Join in the exercise and en­
joyment of table tennis Monday 
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at 
Brentwood elementary. Mini­
mal club fees. Information 652- 
4580.
Sidney Twirlers and Drum 
Corps lessons Thursdays 5 to 
9 p.m. at Sidney elementary 
school. Call 656-6098.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday : each month, 11 
am: 'to 2 p.rh. in vMargaref", 
Vau^an: Birch Hall; All ''strbk- 
ers'!^ welcome: For mofe! ihfor-
mation call co-ordinator Ruth 
Snow at 656-2101. t(
Saanich Peninsula Toastmas­
ters' Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 382-5004. u
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for member­
ship. Meetings monthly focus 
on self-improvement, self-confi­
dence and leadership skills. For 
more information call Lea King 
at 652-3114.
Central Saanich Senior Citi­
zens meet the first and third 
Thursday of the month in the 
Lion's Hall, East Saanich Road, 
2 to 4 p.m. A planned program 
is offered.
For the convenience of don­
ors the Salvation Army has 
placed pick-up boxes at the fol­
lowing locations: 4808 West 
Saanich Road, 2180 Keating X 
Road and 4343 Tyndall Road.
The Ladies' Barbershop Cho­
rus meets every Monday for fun 
and friendship at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Masonic Hall, corner of 
Mount Baker and 4th Streets. 
It's not necessary to read music. 
Come in and listen, no obliga­
tion. For more information call 
656-6392.
Green Tag Items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift Stqres- 
during March. Stores are locat­
ed at 7174: West Saanich Road, 
Brentwood Bay, and 9775 - 2nd ■ 
Street, Sidney.
Sidney Teeri Activity Group 
?;(STAG) clubhouse, located at
2304 Oakville St., Sidney, is an 
activity centre for young people 
aged 13 to 18 years. Most activi­
ties are free and all teens are 
welcome to participate.
Clubhouse hours are 7 to 9:30 
p.m. Monday, Tuesday and 
Thursday. The afternoons of 
these three weekdays (3 to 5:30 
p.m.) are also scheduled to be 
open for those persons needing 
assistance in preparing for em­
ployment searches. The club­
house is open 7 to 10 p.m. Fri­
day and Saturdays as well as 
from noon to 4 p.m. Sundays. 
Wednesday evening, 7 to 9 
p.m.', are gym nights at Sidney 
elementary school.
More information is available 
by calling 656-0134 (office hours) 
or 656-6713 (clubhouse hours). 
For copies of the March/April 
program call the same numbers.
Sidney and North Saanich 
chamber of commerce meets 
6:15 p.m., March 18 at Brent­
wood Inn, 7172 Brentwood. 
Guest speaker is Dr. Adam 
Szczawinski. Dinner $11.50, ad­
vance tickets at the chamber of­
fice, 2nd Street, Sidney, and 
from Sidney Toyland and'Coffec 
Barrel.
Brentwood Community Club 
plans an Easter turkey bingo 
7:30 p.m., March 29.





We've Got If All.. . Here!
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Ross Hailing
A. Warm Ware by ‘Mustang’ with' Therm-O-Fieece (double 'T 
sided brushed polyester) fabric. Styles include full length zipper ‘ 
jacket with hood, cowl neck pullover and zipper placket pul-, 
lover in grey, navy, camel, burgundy.
® XS, S, M, L, XL » Regular price $44.00 to $58.00
Sale Price $35.00 to $46.40. SAVE $9.00 to $11.60. '
B. Windjammer also by ‘Mustang’. 100% nylon jacket fea­
turing raglan sleeves, reversible tab zipper so jacket can be vyorrv'] 
lining side out, waist draw-cord with B-lok fastener. Comes XS;fc 
to .XL, colours are Engine Rcd/Beige. Navy Blue/Beige and T 
Royal Blue/Grey.
© Regular price $53.00. Sale $42.50 SAVE $10.50.
C. Mustang Floater “Cruiser Coat" (D.O.X approved).
■ Mustang quality with raglan cut shoulders and supersoft Buoy­
ancy Foam for greater freedom of movement, extra wide neck 
efosury, rollaway hoods With built-in visors and safety harness, 
holdcfsi Easy to wear, warm, windproof and waterproof for the? ' 
active boater. XS to XL in gold colour, red trim with brightblue
® Reg. $156.50 Sale $125.20. SAVE $31.30.
Family Clothiers since 1977
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Former Sidney woman dies
Word was received recently 
from Barrow-in-Furness, Cum­
bria, England, of the passing on 
Feb. 5 of Dorothy Martin, who 
was a resident of Sidney for a 
number of years.
She returned to England a few 
years ago after the death of her 
husband, Bernard Martin. Both 






Produce ef Unmatched Quality
B@@ts(1.07 kilo) ....
Carrots (35« kilo) .
Turnips (39« mio)
Binetoiies (3.28 kilo)
in. 491 BULK APPLES
.|gl0| Large Graded 
BU I 40 lbs. box (18 kilo)
lb. 18^ i Golden Delicious
b.1.49
1 . ■ t
.■'S :.'5
(520 kilo) ...40 lbs. ^9.85 
Bed Del. H Ddclntosh 
I |30kilo) ....40 lbs. *11.951
Carrois(330 kilo) 25 ms. 3.751 ms. *12.95
Onions |95« kilo) asms. 6.25|, open daily ekceptsumoavs
^ Winter Hours 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Potatoes,geins#1imu.l^.501 Phone: 652-5656
Tlie Clippei' Mu 
^RestaMraiit;
By SARAH BONNER
Even though last Monday 
was a descretionary day for stu­
dents it certainly wasn't one for 
staff. Nearly all teachers trav­
elled to Vancouver, Everett and 
Bellingham to visit other 
schools. It was a chance for Stel­
ly's staff to meet other teachers 
and to learn about their meth­
ods and procedures on running 
a school. The trip proved to be a 
great success, with all teachers 
coming home with many new 
ideas.
Work party
Trails Association of Central 
Saanich (TRACS) has a work 
party set for 9 a.m. to noon Sat­
urday on the Wickens Trail. In­
terested people and members 
will meet the corner of Mount 
Newton X Road and Thomson 
Road. For more information call 
652-1992 or 652-9364.
graduation T-shirt and a 
Stelly's Big Block Award for 
his contributions to our 
school. This was presented 
on behalf of the student 
council. Chuck left us last 
Friday taking with him all of 
our best wishes.
cently been added. Winner 
of the auction will throw a 
pie in the principal's face, 
and there is also a chance to 
win a dinner for two. All 
proceeds raised at this event 
will be donated to Timmy's 
Camp Shawnigan Telethon.
® Students and staff con­
gratulate Chuck Sylvester 
on his graduation from our 
Trainable Mentally Handi­
capped (TMH) course. 




By this time Parkland's band 
has reached Kelowna on its 
week-long exchange trip. Our 
Panthers will be playing at three 
schools and putting both great 
sounds together, the Kelowna 
and Parkland bands will per­
form a city-wide concert. After a 
tour of the city our 40 students 
are expected home where they 
will await a date when Kelowna 
students will return the visit.
Congratulations to the con­
cert and stage bands whose re­
cent concert was a smash suc­
cess. Also good luck to the 
concert band competing in the 
upcoming Victoria Music Festi­
val in April. The stage band did 
well in its recent Competition, 
placing second against very Stiff 
opposition.
An incredible eight more days 
until the France trip, folks!
® Congratulations to the sen­
ior boys rugby team who 
gave Mt. Doug a good 
showing. At the half it was 
only 3-0 for Mt. Doug, but at 
the end of the game it was 
15-0. It was a great team ef­
fort, but three students, 
Malcolm Penn, Steve Hoh­
ban, and Doug Lodge, were 
prominent throughout the 
game.
Bob Lee reports the senior 
boys soccer team has already 
started practices for the next 
season. The team hopes to go to 
England in 1984!
»The student government 
sponsored a junk food sale 
last Thursday. All the left­
over food from our movie 
season was soon "gobbled" 
down by hungry students.
® This Wednesday (March 17) 
is the date of our Greasy Pig 
Day. Students are looking 
forward to seeing their 
friends compete in such 
events as the Greased Pole 
Climb, the Hotday Eating 
Contest, the Pig Calling 
Contest and the Obstacle 
Course. The Dutch Auction 
is an attraction that has re-
Esquimalt recently, but Oak Bay 
turned the tables March 10 and 
our Cats lost 12-0 in a very 
rough game.
Special congratulations to the 
junior boys basketball team who 
placed 7th in the Island cham­
pionships. A fine example of 
fast, exciting basketball was 
shown in the later game wdiere a 
last minute comeback pulled us 
within reach of victory. The op­
position held their slim lead, 
though; final 48-44. Way to go, 
to our Cats, and coach Ken 
Angus for the hard dedicated 
work. ^ ^ ■
Junior boys also played a fun 
game against the staff of North 
Saanich school March 11.
Parkland's girls' gymnastics 
team placed a great second over­
all in the Lower Island Gymnas­
tics Championships last week. 
Six girls qualified for the B.C. 
finals -— best of luck to them.
Girls' sbccer . practices are well 
underway with the help of pre­
vious Parkland ;grads ,and'Some 
f rriembeirs of the senior boys' soc­
cer team.
Nice going Megan Soelner, 
Randy Matthews and Allen 
Dobie who competed in the 
mucky Basil Parker run last Sun­
day and'placed 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
yrespectively in their categoiries'
• , i I'
..............
; A Lecture on the Problems of the:Elderly ahd of Growing Old: yS
® MARGH 24 i^ PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLdGICAL I 
EFFECTS OF RETIRING ^
Wednesday, March 24th, 7:30 p.m.
at Parkland School Library
I ' Spoils,mil hy.
A reminder about pancake 
breakfast tomorrow at 7:30 a.m. 
for Parkland students. We all 
love to eat, so forget the diet for 
one morning and bring a big ap­
petite along, y
^ The students council has 
many exciting; activities coming 
up in the near future, such as 
Reach For The Bottom Day (a 
take-off of the TV shovy. Reach : 
For The Top): Sounds like; a lot : 
of fun.
Sports: the senior boys rugby
team opened season play vvithh
commendable victory 12-b over
9813-5th St. 656-1247 .




i "y:; :■■ Bottle drive
i y in Sidney
can be reimbursed 
80% of your prescription 
expenses oyer $100 if you file 
a Universal 'Pbarmacare 
Claim Fdrm
"''by'1^
arebver'65, or an 
income:assistance;recipient,;'', 
, v:f.: you do: not have to.
"■ti-
All iiidividuals or families rc|,Tsix'red \virh 
the Medical Services Plan ol British Columbia are 
eligible ro claim an 80% retnndun expenses for 
insured lienelitsover $100 spent between January 
lsivl981 and December 31sr, 1981. Benefits ol’ 
the Pharmacare plan include mtwt tirug luescrip' 
tions,ostomy supplies, designatetl petmaironr 
pi'osrhetic appliances, and syringes Idr tiiabetic.s. 
Over'the'counier tlnigs cannot bo inciutleti.
Tp clainVfor your reiinbur.seineni, total 
. your odigial l?harn\acare receipts (dr prescribed f 
! "beiiefits as lided above; if they add up 'to'over;; :
.$100 ior you and your ilepeiulont.s, you shonlil 
: dile a claiin.;td;iim;Forms are available at;your % 
: / pli;iririacy.;:lMll;ot)t aiC'laitit 1h)|-mi, attach the y ’; 
iyceipts iri the spaces provided, and tuail, ; , : y
)dti are already rceeiviiig (Villy-pakl 
; l'*t^pel]is,ldnnsts, iTansients and vbitors 
to BririslvCirliimbia are lU't eligilrle ti|
(laiin; neither are jx-ople receis'ing 
lully-paid drug ttnd tiu'dteal beneilrs 
trout a tittiitn or cinployor-sponsitretl 
Itlan, or from l.).V A., D.l.A,, Workers’ 
Compeitsaiioit or 1 lome Cdtre. 
y; ''il - ll'ytHi haveanyqiiesrioiis,''y 
ask a Pharmacist,Tjjey kniwall 
the details about Universal 
:Pharntac'are.' y; "y,;
A panel discussion on the hu­
man sexuality strand of a pro­
posed family life program to be 
taught in elementary, middle 
and senior secondary schools 
will be held 7:30 p.m. March 24 
in Stelly's school, in the multi­
purpose room.
Sidney brownies, guides, bea­
vers, cubs and scouts plan a bot­
tle driye at 9:30 p.m. Saturday. 
Residents who Will be away 
from home can leave bottles 
during the morning at the 




'■'k X ' i
mm in now*
Every H & R Block office is open from 9 am 
to 9 pm Monday through Friday, 9 to 5 
Saturday, So the hours are no excuse.
Wo'll prepare your tax return fast, but if 
time Is your problem, take advantage of our 
convenient Drop-Off Service. Just leave 
your papers wjth us and we'll phone you if 
there are any questions. VVe make it real 
easy. But you should make it real soon.
iHEimomJm
'"W*' "Y '' ' lH '
,1»,'!! mviii I'hv Thu iiit'i.' ui 
, MiithitY ,i,ii 1 liiinAn Ill's, lyft ■ ly,
■ I tiV'i. .'I'lfli.y I'lrllv'Cl 'i i. r ifll'. V ''.lit;!'V'-t
H&RBLOCBt
We can help you with
v:B.C;1fe)c Credits.;;’
9843 Second St, 
Sidney
HOURS: Mon.^Fri. 9-6 p.ni: 
I, Saturday 9-S p.m.
."■is
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By HELEN LANG
While we are discussing roses 
(last week's column), here are a 
few suggestions that might 
make things easier for you this 
summer. Before your roses be­
gin to make new growth, and as 
soon as they have been pruned, 
consider sprinkling grass-and- 
weed killer throughout your 
rose bed or around each of your 
roses if they are planted 
separately.
"Weedrite" is a rather remark­
able herbicide in that it loses its 
effectiveness as soon as it comes 
in contact with soil. For this rea­
son be sure your watering can is 
absolutely clean before you mix 
up this chemical. However, to 
neutralize the killing qualities of 
"Weedrite" all you have to do is 
dump a handful of dirt into the 
can and rinse it out with water, 
although, to be completely sure 
that you aren't going to kill 
something you want to save, do 
wash out your watering can 
with soap and water after the 
"dirt treatment".
Weedrite will kill anything 
that is greeii—bulb foliage, per­
ennials, etc. so be careful 
where you sprinkle. The neat 
thing is,that it doesn't harm the 
trunks of trees, or shrubs, or the 
stems of your roses, as long as 
they aren't hew growth.
M have trouble with
grass, grow'ing ri jin and 
through the bottom of roses,
: and it is alniOst impossible to get ■ 
it out without getting thorough­
ly scratched, and sometimes se­
verely wounded. Chickweed is 
another miserable weed that 
j; seerrrs to thriye in th 
; Weedriteyvill put a stop to both,
: Another thing to do ho w is to 
spray your roses with lime-sul­
phur Vvheh you dojyouf peach 
tree for the second timb (once 
again, better done after pruning 
and before spring growth 
"'shows).':-'^
/ After you -have killed the 
weeds and grass amongst the 
roses (wait about lOdays) rake it 
ouh at the same time getting rid 
of any rose leaves that may have 
fallen during the winter. These 
should be put in a plastic bag in 
the garbage, or burned, not add­
ed to the compost pile. All these 
measures give you a head start 
in the prevention of mildew and
blackspot, that plague we face 
every year!
This year 1 hope everyone will 
plant a vegetable garden, even if 
it has to be on the kitchen win­
dowsill! Not only are produce 
prices going up and up, but the 
indication is that there are going 
to be real shortages. Either there 
is a late frost, or there is early 
frost. If it isn't an invasion of 
white flies in California, its 
flooding in Florida.
Rush even if it has to go into a 
largish tub on your deck.
Consider planting bush cur^ 
cumbers (Modern Early) or 
grow the vine ones up strings to. 
save space. Try pole beans or 
Scarlet Runners on strings or 
poles or a trellis, rather than: 
bush beans.
Something that appeals to me 
is growing mushrooms. If you 
have a basement, a heated 
crawlspace, or even a nice dark. 
cupboard in the house, you 
could grow mushrooms all year 
around. Mind you, you may not 
want to leave your new mink 
coat in the samedark cupboard, 
there is a slight musty odour 
connected with growing mush­
rooms on a horse manure base 
that even the most seductive 
perfume can't quite conceal.
During the warm part of the
B5
There is always a reason, of 
course, but there are still an aw­
ful lot of people who want to 
eat, and it makes good sense to 
be among those who will be able 
to do so. Do plant a garden.
Don't bother with things you 
don't much care for, or those 
that are always cheap at road­
side stands, or in supermarkets, 
or things that don't do well in 
your particular location. Con­
centrate on things that are seh 
dom available at a price you can 
afford ... mushrooms, maybe, 
or green peas, or asparagus or 
things that are only absolutely 
delicious when freshly picked, 
and cooked immediately, corn 
being one.
If you don't have a lot of 
; space, plant Table King pf :Gold-^ 
en Nugget squash, rather than; 
Hubbards (eachpf which n^ed|;; 
haif-an-acre , . . well, not quite!) 
and everyone has room for one 
zuccini squash, there is now a 
beautiful yellow one called Gold
Cares!
Cares if you are new jn town and feel 
kind of lost; if you've just added ‘a 
new.son or daughter to your family; if 
HE has finally asked ycu to become 
his wife; if you or someone in your 















White Flower, Green & 







Long Lasting White 
Flowers';:’/
Compact tVeo with 
Leaves Richly VarIgated
Small Tree with Masses 
of Rosy Pink Flowers
.-A",. OPEN 
9:00-5:00 p.m. 3
year you can grow mushrooms 
outside in a dark garden shed or 
even in the drawers of that old 
abandoned bureau, standing 
empty in the garage. One of my 
books suggests planting mush­
room spawn right in the lawn, 
but so many people complain 
bitterly of mushrooms (fairy 
rings) in their grass — a differ­
ent species entirely i
wouldn't dare endorse that 
idea!
Mushroom spawn is available 
from Dominion Seed House, 
Georgetown, Ontario, L7G4A2! 
catalogue number 788. It costs 
$1.85 for enough spawn to plant 
10 square feet of bed if you are 
interested in giving mushrooms 
a try. For the compost needed to 
grow them successfully, most of 



















isianci View Freezer Ltdi
Weight loss due to cutting and boning 
will increase the price per pound.
7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411
8 - 5 MON. - THURS. 8 - 6 FRI.
I'S' :' j"'--"'"* ■' ' ■ ■ 1 '■
vi f -f.
’"ri- % 1 ......................................... . ............
7^16 4x8 Shop Grade
sht.
2 Pane! Section 
::;(lh;qludes;:Hardware)]
12"x78" Embossed . . 















was 59,95 ii 
NOW
195
In (Olid M«pl« oablnot. 
Ilnttafv not Includod. Un- 
linlihad.
4x8xyi,6 “D” Spruce ...... ... v .. ,. .. ....S5S£
4X8x% Std. Sheating — Cottonwood . . 
4x8x% “D’’ Spruce .....;,.....®8'^S^
4x8x% Std. T&G Spruce .. .
DELUXE DIGITAL REMOTE 
CONTROL GARAGE
hi' " i' TiY' SOQZIIlllli
187*
Ideal for Bhods, Garages or 





% Knotty Cedar... 
% Knotty Pine . .











10 sq. ft. 
per bdl. SPECTRATONE
QKl STAIN 09 Rainstain
Ideal for oKterior uiio
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'Mint, Hew Gel. * 
100 ml lube... ;
Mouttwash V g 
750 mL 4- 28% Bonus Size ;Fie!fi,:rK0.^>l;;;Grade! 
iexicau Orowu
Kotex Regular r ? 
Package of 48 . V;
’.Curadg'.:;."'gg j:"
300 -f- 50 Bonus
B.C: Grown. No. 1 Grade y4.5kg/iOII).bag
MexicanGrown .. .V.!.. :....
s'S 'Scented or ‘Unscented 75 ml Bonus Size ......
[Scotch Buy. ^ :
Mens with stripe ..w pair
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1st 15 words $1.00
additional words 10c each
Display Classified
(boxed and different sizes 
and types)
per column inch $4.00
The above rates are for 
PREPAID advertising ONLY. 
There is a $3.00 charge for 
invoicing.
*R.TS.
your advertisement runs in 
every edition of The 
Review until sold. Ad is 
cancelled after 8 insertions 
unless you advise 
otherwise.
15 words $5.00





Heal Estate Mobile1 Fer Sale Homes
2 B.R. STRATA DUPLEX 
ONLY $84,900
Located near bus, store and 
schools. This home is priced to 
sell, owner already bought.
OR
ROBERTS BAY SEAVIEW 
Attractive 3 bedroom home cus­
tom built 6 years ago. Extra bed­





5.29 ACRES NORTH SAANICH 
Quiet seclusion in a desirable 
area. About two acres is cleared 
and provides good footing for 
horses. Weil produces 8 gpm. 







$69,900 SIDNEY. Approx. $36,000 assu­
mable mortgage, 10Va% due August 
1984. Older 4 bedroom with built-in dish­
washer and wood stove. For more infor- 
mation call 656-1833, 4947-11
1 ACRE CORNER LOT, Lands End Road 
area, Sidney. $82,500. Will accept motor- 
home in trade and carry balance at low 
interest rate. 656-1053. 4951-11
“WHEELESTATE”.TheWHEELESTATE 
PEOPLE, Harbel Holdings Ltd. Mobile 
Home listings and sales. Kamloops 112- 
372-5711; Surrey 112-585-3622. Call 
collect. (D6747)  tf
I HAVE BUYERS BUT NEED LISTINGS 
in Saanich and Brentwood areas, let me 
sell your mobile home for you. Call Dave 
Tattrie, Ross’s Home Helpers. 478-3721; 




BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking, maid service. Available weekly. 




Brand new luxury 2 bedroom. 2 
bathroom suites in quiet garden 
setting, only blocks from beach 
and town centre. Adult oriented. 
Large balconies, dishwashers. 
$600 per month includes heat and 
cablevision. Please, no children. 





















•income Tax Phbhig 652^1769
SUPERIOR REPAIRS TO ALL MODELS
IREFRieERATION * ’’"^ezers
656-322&
9812 - Atii street
i(S£rawl^l
IcBB . /OSaJ
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
2412 BEVAN ? SIDNEY
Open 7 days a week to serve you better





{Look at these'Teatures! Vi acfeT 
{arabla'Iandi App. 3,(300 ft; ;liv-{
ihg afea!i 4{ bedrooms, {3 bath-; 
rbprhs! Large reci;'room with kitch-^: 
en! 25 X 15 studio, very large 
'workshop! 45Vcoyered, heated in-;
; ground pool!
Serviced FhV.{parking! Etc.) etc.! 
For a large family,’ professionals, 
group home, studio orV; .! T ;
MLS deal of: the year at drily 
$169,000.
KAREL DROST - 
656-0131 656-2427
2395 Beacon Ave. ‘
;v 'Sidney':';
Newport
J ^ ^ -
JULY AND AUGUST. Furnished 3 bed­
room house, country setting. Quiet, 
woods, view. 656-7943 evenings.
. '' ',{'4794-12
ROOM IN SHARED FAMILY HOUSE. 
Separate entrance. Acreage near rec. 
centre. 656-7943 evenings. 4793-12
RENTAL SPACE AVAILABLE. Suitable 
cars, motorcycles, etc. Also rehearsal 




Cozy two bedroom bungalow just 
off Beacon; Ave., presently resi-' 
dential but designated commer­
cial in new town plan; Good hold- ; 
ing property for future 




SIDNEY COURT TOWNHOUSE. 3 bed- 
{rporn; {1 Vi{: baths.) Quiet- location^Mow 
{monthly assessment. Close To beaches { 
and v tovvn. Immaculate condition. 
$73,900; 656-6692.RTS-13
3 SERVICED VIEW LOTS. East Saanich 
Road, from $61,500, overlooking valley in 
Gentral Saanich. 652-2296. RTS-14
^ ^ SIDNEY
1 bedroom duplex. Heat a water 
included, $475 per month. Adults 
only, no pets. References re­
quired. Phone 656-4066 or 656-
:.)4003.;';{':-;'')';;')'T'{:''OT'-
SIDNEY': iT'v-r
!: New condominium, 2 blocks to 
main street shopping . Sea vievv,
{ fridge) stove,; dishwasher, fire-; 
; place, drapes.
1 bedroom $550 per month
2 bedroom $650 per month
' No pets, adultepniy. Reference re­
quired. Phone 656-4066 or 656-; 
4003.
GLACIER PARK LODGE, ROGERS 
PASS, B.C. VOE 2S0, now hiring summer 
employees. Write for application form for 
positions for dining room personnel, cafe­
teria personnel, housekeeping, sales 
clerks, gas jockeys. NO PHONE CALLS 
please. na-11
MOTORCYCLE AND SNOWMOBILE 
MECHANIC for large Yamaha dealership 
in Grande Cache, Alberta. Must have ex­
perience. Excellent wages and benefits 
with good working conditions. Phone (403) 
827-2129, askforVicorStan. na-11
, MEAT CUTTER with management exper­
ience required, general store, located 
northern community. Salary'negotiable, 
partial subsidized housing. Mail resume, 
Box540,DawsonCity, Yukon. YOBIGO.na- 
; .11,:'..'-' ^
REALTORS! Our new office in Sparwood, 
B.C. needs salespersons to handle the 
boorn created by the coal industry. For 
; more information contact Kim or Don at 
112-425-7044 or 112-423-4644. 4 Sea­
sons Realty (Kootenay) Ltd.' — Block 
Bros; '!na-11.:.
LOViNGOLDERWOMANTOBABYSIT2 
children, 3 and 5 years, in my home. Very 
{ occasional days or V2;days; Weiler Ave: 
area. 656-4538. 4960-11
CATSnTERNEEDEDwhileownersohva- 
cation;; Mature person preferred, with re- 
ferences., 652-1328. 4939-11
■ THRIVING VANCOUVER ISLAND com;
Bo Quaile Faiintiiiig
10134 MacDonald Park Rd.,) 
656-7135 Sidney
★ Autobody Repairs 







on the nriLifflei; 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!







Beautiful 3-1-2 bedroom house on 
large private lot in the Ardmore 
area with 18 x 36' ; heated pool. 
25% down, balance over 5 years 
at 0% interest! Call 656-7728 after 
5 p.m. for det&ls, 4948-11
BLUE WM-ERS
2 bedroom corner suite on 2hd 
floor. New appliances and recent­
ly decorated throughout, Asking 
$114,500, Phone after 5 p.m. 656- 
6140. 4917-11
VkOT''' ' vy 'J • liiTC'K, body fopBir, tiiM
2001 AMELIA AVE . SIDNEY
Vi/ill (Mint your cflr ot 
uc  
Mt out, Of libtoginssinq 
i.c,u,c,;row,iR«tt5ot\- 





















,! Win(iov,/s:- Floors vCarpotii 
; , Homes & Otlicos ,




Window cleaning .Sorvico ’T' iiJTs'
''A* 
.JviT




* Exporioncod, Insured, bonded
,:,;';*,We(3kly,:Diweaklyi:.!i!;v;r.-,,
Occnsslonol’or Contracia ’ •' ■





; 2489 Deacon Ave. ;
{{.{"sidrioy, B.C,"!;,!'
^ 'A’',: 656-551 It" :;'4T'!'';!
2 bullcllng lota, $45,000 and 
$46,000. New aubdiviaion In 
; Sidney,'
,6 acre, Deep Cove, $09,900,
Completely roturblshod 1,092 eq 
ft, homo In Sidnoy. $98,000!






BART BUITENDYK Now 8poc(8lt/.in0 ih Flnlattlng Cftrpon' fry, Cnblnbia and Built'lns, Rumpua
„ . hepnira. Additions, Custom-!
.. Ronovftio & Save! FREE ESTIMATES .. made Window Fniuttprs' "i'
-Call.6S6.4915';;:,. ^■■;--;NOJO0,TO6MALL'«A,,
9887 BESSREDGE, SIDNEY. Beautiful 
no-stop retirement, walk to all services, ! 
senior citizen’s hall, Make an offer. Royal 
Trust, 477-0191, Mabel Baker, 477-
4924-11;".
OWNER SELLING 1,450 SQ. FT. older 
. homo, Basement nearly finished. ’4 acre 
' fruit trees, garden, landscaped! irriga­
tion, Asking $87,500. Beautiful Osoyoos, 
B.C. Phone 112-495-2389 after 5:30 
.!' P-d1'!.'!^:!'.'.' '-A T^>-11
FAWN LAKE RESORT "400 ft, water
frontage, ton acre parcels, well trood 
southern exposure, good fishing, hum- 
ing, from $58,000. Uplands $29,900. 
Twenty miles from 100 Mile House. Lone 
A Butte, R.R. #1, B,C.Y0K 1XO.Tolophono 
;:.,.;112-S93-4322.;!;.';;;;'.';;';.v !.'"'{;:!;'';:..'.ma-11 ■{!
COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT 11 miles 
soutiv of Whitehorse. 16 acres of prime 
dovolopmonl property, Good well, hydro,
; telephone. Adjoining operation camp +
{trailer park, Phone (403) 687-2356, write 
.Box 5013, Whitehorse, Yukon VIA 
''AS2::. » ;,{, na-11 .
iNVESTORS'l. LEOAL*^4-PLEX with 
over $2,000 gross retails In this 4x2 bed­
room apartments. With rofrlgoralors and 
stoves. Recently renovated, Potential 
rental Increase Income this year, Write 
Box 5013, Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 4S2,
; Phone (403) 667-2366, na-11
RANCH, 30 MILES IjlOUTH o’p’wHrrE-
HORSE. 228 acres 6n 30 year govern­
ment lease, Operating business with cat- 
tie. horses, timber loa.sos, All equipment, 
buildings Included. Write Box 5013, Whi­
tehorse, Yukon Yl A 4S2, Phono (403) 
;.667-23S0'. !'..’'na-ll'.
PORT* McNElU., Luxury condominiums,
1,428 sq. ll,, fireplaces, ocean view, 
Murb's, Trades considered, Mahalo Do- 
volopmonte Lid., Box 1228. Port McNeill, 
D,C, VON 2R0. Phono 112-956-3556 or 
112-056-4574 evenings, na-11
RETIRING? IDEAL MODERA^ CU- 
MATE, Largest of B.C.’s Gulf lelande, .56 
acres selectively cleared on quiet cuFdo- 
800 close to schools, hospiial, shopping.
: $47,300. Phone 11 ?>'53'7.ia858, Box, 666. 
Ganges, B.O, VOS 1E0. ! ! ; ; na-12
3 BEDROOM duplex; on Weiler Ave. 
$600 per! month ■!; 656-3015 i or; 656- 
7722.4880-11
SIDNEY PROFESSIONAL BUILDING 
office space for rent. Reasonable, suit 
medical, accountant, lawyer, etc. Please
call 658-8468; ; 1
WAIKIKI. SUPER 1 B.R. CONDO. Spot- 
less, good location, reasonable. P. Bur­
nett, #306-444 W. 49th, Vancouver, B.C. 
Phone 321-0075; 4866-13
1,500 SQ. FT. RETAIL OR OFFICE 
SPACE for lease. 9783 - 3rd St.. Apply 
Dave’s Appliance Centre. 4943-11
RENTING NICE FURNISHED 1 bed­
room apartment with fireplace and view. 
$425 including utilities: 652-1861!
^ '.'TA'';- .. • ^ ", 4955-IT
KIHEI, MAUI, 1 bedroom luxurious 
condo, sleeps 4. Excellent beach. $45 
daily. 536-7033, 6:30- 10:30 p.m.
4954-13
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT All
appliances. $435, 656-6511 or 383- 
133(). 4933-11
LARGE 2'bEDROOM DUPLEX. All ap­
pliances. $435. Available April 1. 656- 
6511 or3B3-1330. 4936-11
1 BEDRoFm'baSEMEMT SUITE, Sid­
ney. No pels. $350 plus utilities. 656- 
3863. .{''/T';4935-1 T!
MARINA COURT 1.000 sq; It. retail 
space. Available May 1 si. 656- 
. ■ 7737. - 4930-11
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT, in Sidney, 
Prime localion on Beacon Avo, Rent In- 
cludos utilltlos, Parking also avail- 
^■ ablo-'' ■! !■ ' 'OT927-16
BEST WESTERN’S POCO MOTOR INN
offers the best homo away from homo ac- 
commodallona. 1545 Loughood High­
way, Port Coquitlam, B.C. V3B 5V6, Toll- 
free 600-260-8993. i-A ; ! ;! nn-TI
ual to fill the position of news reporter! The ! 
successful applicant must be a self starter 
and must be able to take orders. Excellent 
writing skills and photographic abilities are ; 
a rnust, as is own camera and transporta­
tion. Some duties the job entails are covers 
age of municipal politics, feature writing 
and photographic assignments. If you dis- 
likehardworkthisjobisnotforyou.Sendful! : 
resume, clippings and salary expected in 
confidence to: Box 189, c/0 BCYCNA, 
1004-307 West Hastings St , Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B1H7. ' !!! na-11
EXPERIENCED ADVERTISING TY^
SETTER required by central Vancouver Is­
land weekly newspaper. Experience on 
Compugraphic 7500 Comp IV or similar 
computerized typesetting equipment es­
sential. Pleasesend resume with expected 
salary to The Arrowsmith Star, Box 1300, 
Parksville, B.C, V0R2S0. na-12
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER REQUIRES per­
son experienced in paste-ups and able to 
handle office duties which Include type­
setting, Position now open. 5 day week, 
Salary negotiable. Osoyoos Times, Box 
359, Osoyoos, B.C. V0H1 VO, na-11
TABER FIGURE SKATING CLUB 7e-
quires a professional for the 1982-83 sea­
son. Send resume stating qualifications to 
Box 2242, Taber. Alto: TOK 2Q0, na-12
HIGHSCHOOLVOUNQSTERwho 
can take good photos and knows 
how to develop negatives needed 
for occasiCnal evening and wook- 
ond: photo assignments, Contact, 
oclitorP0ggieRowandat656-1161.
'■■I
> ACCOMMODATION IN SIDNEY AREA
for 2 quiet adults, from mid-May to mld- 
Sept, Kitchen facility required, 478- 
Atyoa. 4863-11
SMALlT EASy-CAlife COTTAOi,“walk­
ing distance to Sidnoy, up to $65,000 or 
: small building lot In same area to 
■! :; $35,000. Call 056-5490. 4958-11
COTTAGE, SMAlChOUSE on Saanich
IY‘nln.suln by malure (comparalively) pro- 
foB-sional sInglo woman plus loving cat 
, and dog. VViii do careiaking, etc, by May 
!: 1at- 303-9893 or 382-0676. 4946-11
HOuiimNTEDm wTARRliDCOU-i
PLE with child, Anywhore from Prospect 
Lake to Swartz Bay, Home ownats for 
past 5 years, very responsible, many re- 
Toroncos, Please phone 666-051S and 
ask lor Mrs. Lamont,
ocEANoSn^
able), seeks small cottage or house, 
North Peninsula area, Preferably wood- 
. ed. Contact Paul Greisman, days 656“
^;;':::'0111.A!!,';A,:.;:"'!;{;';;;;4921*1!.:
RUBBISH, GARBAGE HAULED. Basb- 
mont and clean-up jobs. Phone 652- : 
4035. ; ' - '•; '37-tf';!
“;!:’'NiEDA JOBI; :
Have a professional resume done, Phono 
652-9387 after 6:30 p.m. RTA-11
LEO LODDERS 
! DUTCH '.'."A'" 
GARDENER 
LANDSCAPER
Good workmanship at rbasonablo 
prices, Also excellent crows 
available for larger jobs. New 
:lawns'a spedaity...
!:;!,;;.; :,"!A656'*4'133'.::"V^;'‘"'!‘.
EXPERIENCED: BRICK LAYER, avail- 
, uOlo by hour or coritraiJl, 592'84110 after 6
"4711-1 \
CARPETANdTiNO INSULATIONS.
• Reasonable rales, all work guaranteeri 
" 6&8-8726, leave message please,: 13 :
PRO?E88IONAL ARTISrTO PAINT
your signs and poster a at low cost, Also 
(or sale, water colours and Chlnoso
drawings. Pettnek Chu,j|656-i 730
4811-13
■'-PV' ■
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carpentry & Custom furniture.
References available.
Quality Work — Free Estimates 656-7370
MCNAmHA BRICK
656-5091mSONRY & BLOCK
CUSTOM FLOOR LAYING. Carpet, lino 
and ceramic tile. Government certified, 
guaranteed quality. Crown Associates, 
652-0184. 4905-13
PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
ENGLISH TRADESMAN WILL DO small 
property repairs. Brick, stone, etc. Fire­
places, new and restored. Very reason- 
able rates. 382-1382. 4912-12
LAWN CUTTING CONTRACT AVAIL­
ABLE. Reasonable rates. Phone for free 
estimate, 656-3317. 4902-11
CySTOM BUILDEBS
Complete Building Service. Commercial and Residential. 




ARE ANY OF THESE 
A PROBLEM FOR YOU?
Housecleaning, small janitorial work, ba­
bysitting, housesitting. For seniors, com­
panion, cooking, occasional outings or 
appointments. Garden clean-up, plant­
ing. Small or medium carpentry work. Ac­
counts, income tax returns, etc. We will 










• Plaster Repairs 
:• Gyproc niler
• Carpentry
» Ceramic & Floor Tiling
CARLOS SANTOS
Residential-Commercial
656-5381 after 4 p.m.
.ts
SAND, GRAVEL, $27 ONE YARD 
LOAD, delivered. Light hauling, v?-ton 
truck. O.A.P. discount. 652-1724.
4928-14
CLARK ENTERPRISES. All types of 
glass at large discount prices. Table 
tops. Repairs. Greenhouse Glass, 
I8"x18", 75c ea.; etc., etc. Tempered 
Glass, 34''x68" and 76'. 28’'x76", $20 ea. 
9750 - 4th St.. Sidney. 656-6656. tf
^ Backhoe
IVomBs * Excavating 656-2405
m ^ Trucking
Septic TTsnk Installation 
Back Filling MADRONABAY
Trenching EXCAVATING
Cat Work & Trucking 656-9171 656-4888
GORD MARTMAN SEPTIC 556 Downey Road
Excavating Ltd. FIELDS R.R.1. Sidney, B.C.
Truckinu, Excavalmq and Backhoe V\ oik 656-3159
MOOFIMd L.TB.




FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 











SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATERLINES
KEROSENE. Victoria's cheapest, $2.75 








PIANO INSTRUCTION. Your home. All 
levels and ages. Highly experienced 
teacher, B.A. music. 656-5098 before 8 
pm. RTS-13
VIOLIN LESSONS. Classical, bluegrass, 
country or jazz. 652-9874. 4874-22RTS
WOOD WINDOWS AT HALF PRICE
you'd expect to pay. Doors at great 
prices too! Walker Door, Vancouver 112- 
266-1101; North Vancouver 112-985- 
9714; Richmond 112-273-7030; Kam­





Ploughing, Levelling. Fence 





e Rec Rooms 
656-9147
• Sundecks
• Carports 1972 FORD RANCHERO. P.S., P.B., air 















2387 Beacon 658-7333 
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE
>Of^peries;'BO:': In-Home Service Grace Haight
\ ■.hyyQraceCL:^ Aiterations A Specialty
6520331
B '^'B^'-bN ewT. :;B-B.^.'. BB,
. Personalized
; "Service ' B y; :
‘‘FromlEstimate to 
Installation -
7177 W. Saaniicii Rd. 652-9525 Three Weeks!”
1969 VW FASTBACK. New tires, rebuilt 
motor and more. Asking $1,450. 656- 
3843. RTS-17
- PATIENT AIDS- 
Wheelchairs, walkers, 
commodes, bath seats, 














1981 D-150 CLUB CAB DELUXE, 360- 
V8 4-speed. Will take older car in trade. 
652-0184. 4907-11
AMWAY PRODUCTS MEAN QUALITY
and personal service. Try us and see. We 
deliver. Call 656-0014. 4622-13
1966 AUSTIN CAMBRIDGE, automatic. 
76,000 miles. Needs windshieldl Will sell 
for best offer or trade for canoe. 656- 
:'6693.
FLAT DECK TRAILER, 5 x1 O', %-lon 
load rating. Surge brakes, great for all 
those spring hauling jobs. Must sell. 
$T,OO0 offers. 656-3687 evenings.
y,4944-1l'
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western Can­
ada's largest display. Wholesale and re­
tail. Free catalogues available. Norburn 
Lighting Centre Inc , 4600 East Hastings 
St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 299- 
0666. ; tf
Butler Brothers Supplies
2070 Keating X Rd.
SALES, SERVICED INSTALLATtOI^
“GROW YOUR OWN.” Cedar green­
houses, 8x10,^ completely finished. 
Benches, stained. $1,000. 652-9617, 
384-9790. RTS-13
MUST SELL 1973 CHEV SAV. Needs 
tune-up and some minor electrical. 656- 
3202 after;7 p.m. 4942-11
1969 4-DOOR IMPALA, 2-tone blue. 
Lady driven, P.B., RS.,?radio;Tested. Re- 
duced price $950; 652-2769L : 4950-14'
MOVING, MUST SELL: Skate sharpen­
ing business', ideal for retired man want­
ing to work in home. Good quality ma­
chine, machine bench, lighting, bench 
vice and blade straightener. $1,000. 656- 
3105,656-7722. ' 4882-11:





1974 %-TON,VAN. RSL RB.; runs excei- 
lentiy. Must sell. $2,650. 652-0690. ■
4941-11 ;
FULL SIZE FOLDING PING PONG TA- 
BLE, $50.:656-3105,:656-7722.4883-1i;
SELLING FOR $3,5pPi:worth $5,500:78" 
- beautiful-.- black-, :Subaru - Brat (sports 
truck), sunroof, new radials, exceHent:
'cbhditioh. 479-0465 after 6 p.mT 4929^11 T
WESTINGHOUSE FRIDGE or swap for 
freezer; Viking 30" stove; 20 ft. wooden 





INEXPENSIVE, R^lABLE, PERSONAL 
SERVICE FOR THE SAANICH 
PEtsilNSULA & GREAT
2473 Beacon A ve.; B 
Sidney, B.C; V8L1X5
656-4533 B7
72 PINTO." Good funning order, good: 
ruhabbutf' for By^
7558. 4923-11
’®7 FORD ; Vi-TON. y-8L whiteT 
wheels, Ranger model, "$1,500. 656-'
0205, 652-0212. T B B-: > 4926-11
SEARS 8 H.R ; RIDING; MpWEFI and:
sweeperL used ohefseason, SI ,000, of-; 
rferS^ 652-2354 after 5:30 p.rh:; ' ^^ B
4932-RTS-18;
Repairs to Lavvnnnowers,
A t t' Ba Chainsaws, Motorcycles, etc.
SjMALL:JVIO.TORS Husqvama Pioneer





; , : AND' : :
LAUNDRY SERVICE-
74 G.M.C. JIMMY. 4-speed, 350 engine. 
Warn hubs: turbine wheels, 67,000 miles. 
$5,400. 656-0205, 652-0212. 4925-11
CARPET, 44 SQ, YD, Grossley Karastan, 
Empereau MK II, Sunset Copper with 3/8 
rubber underlay Value $2,500; sell for 
$1,750, offers. 386-9032, 652-4841 after
'■4 p.m.-';'-:-' ,B'B:B:B:'Bl';.-:B‘; 4922-1,:
1976 GMC %-TON, low mileage, extras. 
Camper Special,; Very clean. $3,900. 
656-7389. 4918-11
MAN’S STURDY "BURTON" GOLF 
BAG, almost new, for less than Vs price, 
$75. 652-2928 evenings.; 4964-11
Shop Joinery & Renovation Work.
DENIS BEGHTHOLD Bus: 656-672
Custom Woodworking ■; Res.;656-6639
EqiiBipmeiht 
For Sale
MINIATURE ROSES,may be grown in­
side as houseplant or outside. 3 plants 
only $10.95, add $1.50 for shipping. Mc­
Donald Nurseries, P.O. Box 45, Matsqui, 
;,B.C. VOX TSO.'-BY,
SIDNEY GLASS
Marine, Aufo & Safety Glass 
Window Glass-- Mirrors B 
Windshields Installed




CONTRACTORS islksfelirtsii,'♦I’j.-'i'fii t iW:'
l'ST;,! Paconia Place ■ 
Rmil!wood R;iy R fj
Pti. 652-1363 B
AIRCRAFT — STOL 150 Pacer Tail 
Dragger 325 SMOH crosswinds Stol kit, 
totally redone floats, skis, wheels and 
more. Box 100, Nev/ Hazdlton, B.C. VOJ 
2J0. Phone days 112-842-6269, na-11
SHERWOOD'S Government 'certified leehniriftn 7, : v V' "
: TV-RADIO " with ,Ti) years expononce m. Elec-" « r
■B,' -CLINIC ;o5>D-4:l:l'7i
ONE OF THE LARGEST INVENTORY of
new and used parts in B.C. We wreck 
machines, air makes. Williams Outdoor 
Recreation. Lac La Racho, B.C. VOKITO. 
Phono 112-396-7639. na-11
SUREFIRE WOOD AND COAL central 
heating systems to add on to your pre­
sent hot air or hot water system. Wood- 
stoves Unlimited, 3715 West lOlh Ave., 








:' T.R. 8KITT: :
; EIXCTRICIAN :
■ huiusui.ii: : connections. ,
Rewiring,;',i!iie,ctric," .'f-B: ---/'..B'
Bheating-''repairs,:KrB;'“Noi Job'Too,Small'';
DIAMOND DRILLERS. Completely re­
built and jurbo-charged 192 Ford diesel, 
complete with T-9 transmission to (it. Lon­
gyear 30, Phono 1 12-573-5765, na-11
WIN SWEEPSTAKES and bingo. Rush 
stamped soil-addressed envelope for of­
fer and dolails to Mary Ann Laurikainen, 
Department S-O, 32344 14th Avo„ Mis­
sion. B.C. V2V 2N7.: ' 7^^^ ria-11
Christine 
Laurent Ltd,
2432 Beacon, S 
B 656-714i
ALLIS CHALMERS mill motor model 
21,000 300 h.p. $5,500. Call 6796-3636,
-'Toploy'.B.C.,-',''":': B;':'";na-1l
ATARI OWNERS. Got the latest pro­
grams for Atari 400 and 800 computers. 
Gigantic stock, low piicos. Gemini Sales, 
;4736 East Hastings St,; Burnaby, B.C.
Uc/-> o...-, ,.,u------
Thorne lennon E/ecfric fir/
T 9813 THIHf) ST.,/SIDNEY, T1,C; :V8L 3A6:B





ib yofirs In;Sidnoy. A-1 Rflcommondations. Froo Esiimaios,
; All phases of gardonlng — Roasonablo prices, 656»4tSS
TISOI WILDERNESS, 35 ft, Slh wh^l 
tjallor, Fully 8el(-conlainod, priced to sell, / 
/652-0184. 4900-11
WANTED: To contact someone who 
owns ,a portable saw: mill; also hive of 
6008,656-1591. 11
FUTCHER^SiCARDEN ''“irS''::
CCDV/I/^C ' I TES bF B-'Mflhilonflrico Lflivlscapino./
MANUAL TYPEWRITER, recent model, 
656-5216. B4956-T1
SERVICuE LTO< finrHon Clo«nupsB
''-'--"'/.FRKCESTIMATCS'-iv::,
BARNEY’S BACKHOE SERVICE
9240 Canora Rd. 656-5352 b
1900 DODGE MAXI VAN. Fully camper- 
ized; Raven RVs, 479-3178 or 666- 
7520.
GARBO'S. 1215 Wharf St. Is buying an- 
tiquo clothing, jowellry, collectibles. 382: 
0431 (12-5), 590-9911 (6 p.m, -10). Pick­
up available, / 4931-20
G.CW. Bl,'B"LBii:':'f';6955,W0Sl Saanich Rtf,'' ' HaBidtiriiial;, Gommftfclal, .inrl
iandscaplncitd;^''"'^'fioll'CoursoConstiuoilon B'^



















: TC ' 
'w'
' ■ : DENCH' '
EXCAVATINtYLTD: ‘Na Job Too Large,Bdr'Too'Small;'"'"'/
•TRUCKING 10134 IVlcDonaki ncr-
OuoUty at a 
rieosonabla Price
Jonsfsreds"' Ohains'aws ’
BPOLSOW ’S-''B'' .'BB' sorvicr;
■'/ '' ' 'i';,,'",'•piOWY’i(]::^hi,)ltlvfPinfl"''::B,';B:'B,TB''''''L/;;L,;/;:' ’
L LXCaVatlH D : '" ' J* £^"‘9’t
''Sf'TrBCtor"''"'"'"''' ''
'borvice .LIU- ''../ L*t5'.ri,isi')putting;:'; b/'■
CENTRAL SAANICH 
LION’S SWAP 'N SHOP
Will fblurn ih lhe lall, A big 'Ihtink 
you' tor your support, Our contri­
bution to Timmy's Camp Shawni- : 
gan Toleihon will be over $2,700! 
Please make a plodae to the Tele­
thon March 27 and 28 on Cabio 
'.,10.'','. '::^::■.''''::B„":.,L,.:'4^02-11,.:
Green - Scene Landscapmg
6S2-3089 "hleax Ilfmufjh Nimtinsi* COMPLETE SERVICE
• Intoriocking Slones lor Peiios, ;
Wa|ks,',DrlvoWflyR T/,.,
* lawns (Swjd Or Sod) '
:• Lawo'ii Garden Mnintenanco 
/• Pfunlng a Spraying 
' • Foncido; Cirmont Work ; ■
Hortieulturnt Servlcest
B Te
All (titms ol lantiscaping* Bveninys
'656-3076'
WANTEO; SMALL, LtOHT DINGHY Cali
Mrily, 656-553?’ 9-4 p.m.::,,:.'.'',:: . 4945-11,..,
FOR SALE: New 9' fibrftolaM Minto din- 
:nhy,'656-4927, . ...... "T963-T1
OARAGE SALE, 2101 HENRVAVE., ain 
port Side of/highway. Weight pi With 
.bench; :,;boY« .bikoBln,: excollentL shape;./
.fceinpiny . .aquipiMisnit,:. Ifitirtchi ^ .
toy# and dlihea, loifl moreBSaturdey, 
March 20th, 10 n.m. > 4 p.m, 4949-11
„GARAO'E, .....SALE,... :634'9.B,CENrRAl..:
'SAAN!CH;„nOB )'!idC;aTcd,"Bools and
household llema, Saturday and Sunday, 




/:We wili^suppiv TOPSQ)l,'SHRUBBt:'RV':',bv'bQmract.Tr by Ihe'RourL
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MARINE ENGINES DIESEL & GAS
Complete Installations
Rebuilding exhaust systems. For 
pleasure, commercial and fishing
656-5633
GARAGE SALE IN BASEMENT on Sat­
urday, March 20th, 10 a.m. at 7981 East 
Saanich Road. Gas range, propane tank 
and fittings, Sportyak III, tires, clothes, 
rugs and misc. items 4957-11
Fiamitur®
Fob*
Factory Authorized Servi-Centre 
EVINRUDE & JOHNSON OUTBOARDS 
MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
STERNDRIVES
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
MASiNE SERVICES
65S-7023
Also Service for 
HONDA & SEAGULL 
OUTBOARDS
Mo'n.’ - Sat.
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
SADLER’S Interior — Exterior
? Painting;^ Paper Hanging
Decorating Ltd. 656-4487 656-5646
REHML
3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 







1 “Big or Small
HEATING LTD. 1 We Do Them AH’’
Service Residential 9810 Fourth St.
— Commercial Sidney ; 856-1811
REGISTERED y4 ARAB MARE. 14 h.h 
Very showy. Complete with new German/ 
English tack. $1,500. 652-1353
evenings.
CHICKS. BROWN EGG LAYERS, white 
egg layers, meat birds. Order early — 
ship anywhere. Napier Chick Sales, 6743 
- 216th St., Box 59, Milner, B.C. VOX ITO. 
534-7222. 4764-tf
COUPLE MOVING TO VANCOUVER 
have two lovely cats to give away to good 
home. Free. Tel. 656-6042 after 5 p.m.
REGISTERED ENGLISH SPRINGER 
SPANIELS, liver and white, many field tri­
al champions in pedigree. Excellent bird 
dogs and pets. Puppies now available. 
$275. Telephone 112-593-4387. na-10
MASTERPLUMBER
® 22 years plumbing ® New homes 
e.\pcrience in B.G. ® Marine 





H.C. PLUMBING fio HOT 






Now Construction and Repairs 
Specializing in Hot Water Heating
10410 Ai8 Bay Bd., Sidney Phene 656-15S0










CAT SITTER NEEDED while owners on 
vacation. Mature person preferred with 
references. 652-1328. 4940-11
AKITAS, JAPANESE BEAR DOGS 
Companion or show puppies available 
from champion parents. Registered, tat­
tooed, innoculated, guaranteed. Parents 
hips x-rayed normal. Deb Winkler, R.R. 
#3, Salmon Arm, B:C. VOE 2T0. Phone 
/112-332-4188.":''"; ■yy\.?.x:?-.i:':/na-11"
For all your Roofing Needs. E^eniiiigs sr Eyeiiings/ 
Shakes, Shingles, Tar







: LOST: Pair man’s reading Y glasses ” in y 
black case, bn Beacon Ave., March 9thx 
652-1796. 11
J
BEAT INFLATION. Ideal for semi-retire­
ment. Lakeshore resort. Gulf Islands 
quality, housekeeping cottages. 
$225,000. Contact Vanderwal, Box 356, 
Ganges, B.C. VOS 1E0. Phone 112-537- 
2311. na-11
CLEAN-UP SYSTEMS, Unique and 
profitable business opportunity for self- 
motivated individuals in the service in­
dustry, not a franchise. Investment under 
$10,000. Call 112-874-0259 or write 789 
Kingsway, Vancouver, B.C. V5V 3C2.
 na-11
CANADIAN BED AND BREAKFAST 
REGISTRY LTD. A confidential bed and 
breakfast central registry with offices 
province wide to help British Columbia 
homeowners. Phone 112-321 -1265.
 na-11
EARN EXTRA MONEY EASILY! A little 
spare time and Regal’s Greotings/Gift 
Catalogue is all you need. Write: Regal, 
939 Eglinton Ave., Dept. 345, Toronto 
M4G 2L6. na-11
INCOME TAX. Confused? Pay the least 
taxes possible. Learn by correspon­
dence. Free brochure. No obligation. U &
R Tax Schools, 1148 Main St., Winnipeg, 
Man.R2W3S6. na-11
IDEAL FOR RENT. Frame and alignment 
shop for cars and large trucks. Ready 
April 1 St. Anyone interested in running it, 
call 112-374-7344 days, 112-374-1988 
evenings. 
SUCCESSFUL FOOD BUSINESS is 
looking for licensed dealers fo handle in­
creased customer demands. For less 
than $10,000 you can own an exclusive 
territory to carry on a business that is fun, 
easy to operate and highly profitabie. 
Whether you work full-time or keep your 
present job and start on a part-time ba­
sis, we provide you with a no risk guaran­
tee for your investment, a proven high in­
come formula, comprehensive in-house 
training, ongoing help and assistance 
and a location of your choice anywhere in 
B.C. For information phone 294-2374 or 
write: Westland Food Packers B.C. Ltd., 
385 S. Boundary Road, Vancouver, B.C. 
V5K4S1. na-12
MERRITT BAKERY ESTATE SALE. 
Building, lot, business equipment. Main 
street. Population 7,000, only bakery in 
town. $125,000. Box 65, Merritt, B.C. VOK 
2B0 or phone 112-378-4185 early even- 
ings. na-11
FAMILY OPERATION IN NATURAL 
PARADISE. Commercial greenhouses 
located on great fishing lake. Excellent 
income, home and property. Vendor will 
assist in financing to proven purchaser. 
Also rnajor oil company lease, high vol­
ume. Automatic Transmission Agency, 
good family operation. Williams Lake Re­
alty (1978) Ltd., 310 Oliver St., Williams 
Lake, B.C. V2G 4C2. Phone 112-392- 
4117. na-11
WHISTLER OPPORTUNITY Outfitted 
operator r^uired, Opportunity for exper- ; 
ienced individual with acceptable stririg 
of 12-15; trail horsed. Existing faicilities : 
and trails make this an attracrtiye bppprtu-: ; 
fnity fqr^ individual anxicius to get in bh 
i ground!;floor^ith excellent :poter^iaUfor;:?: 
futui’e;gro\^h.Firiancialpackage;negb-i;F 
tiable to satisfaction bf both parties. Re­
plies in confidence: Whistler Stables Ltd., 
Box 163, Whistler; B.C. VON 1 BO. na-11
F.J.p. FLOWER SHOP. Established 9 
years in Aldergrove. Includes equipment 
and stpck, 1974 i«n. Gross sale $80,000.- 
Asking $30,000. Owrier moving. Phone 
112-858-9108, Box 401, Cultus Lake, 
B.C. V0X1H0. ^ V na-11
P.A.L.S. IS NOW ACCEPTING registra­
tions for September. Phone 656-4733 or 
656-7334. 4973-12
PREBYTERIAN CHURCH SERVICE, 
March 21, 9:30 a.m.. North Saanich Por­
table School, White Birch Rd. All wel­
come. 4937-11
NEED SOME EXTRA MONEY? Want to 
start a sideline business? Take a look at 
the Brookfield Marketing Plan, Tuesday, 
P^/larch 23. Limited seating, so phone to­
day. Fowler Distributors. 656-4472.
 4916-11
SENIORS (60 OR MORE). New to Sid­
ney? Don’t know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-5537. tf
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSO- 
CIATION, 9788 2nd St., is the information 
and Volunteer Service for the peninsula.
If you need assistance or if you wish fo 
volunteer a few hours a week to help oth­
ers in your community, please call 656- 
0134 for further information. tf
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by Sid- 
ney Ladies’ Barbershop Chorus. New 
friendships develop and barbershop 
style singing is enjoyed. Feel welcome to 
join us Mondays, 7:30 p.m. Masonic Hall, 
4th and Mt. Baker. Info. 652-2469, 656- 
5301. H
ST. ANDREW’S MORNING GROUP 
rummage sale. Saturday, March 27th. 10 
a.m. -1 p.m. 11
NORTH SAANICH MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Fair Circus Fun. Games, raffles, prizes, 
food. 10475 McDonald Park Rd., March 
18, from 6-9 p.m. Everyone welcome to 
join the fun. ii
SIDNEY BROWNIES, GUIDES, Beavers 
& Cubs bottle drive, next Saturday morn­
ing, March 20, 9:30 a.m. Bottles may be 
left any time during morning at the Scout 
Guide Hall, Bevan and 3rd. 11
SIDNEY SINGLES POT LUCK SUP- 
PER, March 28th, 5-11 p.m. Belly dance 
floor show. Rocket Music. Door prizes. 
Reserve tickets $4. Info. 656-7372, 652- 
1719. Masonic Hall, 4th & Baker. DON’T 
MISS THIS ONE!! 12
INTERNATIONAL TOASTMISTRESS 
Club’s annual Island Speech Contest, 5 
p.m., Saturday, April 3rd, Royal Oak Inn’s 
new convention centre. Call 592-7519 for 
tickets. 12
GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH, 1273 
Fbrt St.. Monday, March 29, 7:30 p.m. 
"Handbells ini Concert." T2
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN and 
Adults v/ith learning disabilities Saanich 
open meeting, Monday, April 5,7:30 p.m. 
Centra! Saanich Lion’s Hail, 6994 East 
Saanich Rd. Films. Everyone welcome. 
Info. 595-5611. r x 12
TRACS (Trails Association of Central 
i Saanich) work party on the Wickens Trail, 
Saturday, March 20, 9 a.m. to 12 noon. 
Interested people and membersmeet at? 
corner Mt. Newton X Rd; and Thomson . 
Rd, lnfo.;652-1992 or 652-9364. 11
X VICTORIA
" hold an: Ice Show March 31 . Memorial 
Arena, from 7-9 p.m. Tickets from mem- 
befs bf the Victoria Figure Skating Club 
or Woodward’s Community Booth, March 
17, 19, 24, 25, 26 frorrj 9:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
or at the main door of the areria March 31 
only. Adults $2, Children and CAP $1.12
VANCOUVER ISLAND CAVY CLUB 
(Guinea Pigs) will hold a display of 
breeds and varieties in Mayfair Mall, 
March 26 and 27. 12
Wednesday, March 17,1982
Asninoyncements
V.l. ROCK AND ALPINE Garden Society 
will hold its annual show April 16 and 17 
in St. Mary’s Church Hall, 1701 Elgin Rd., 
Cak Bay. Hours: Friday, 2-10 p.m. and 
Saturday, 9:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. Admis­
sion $1. Afternoon tea available. Info. 
658-5173. 11
BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY CLUB
Easter Turkey Bingo, Monday, March 29, 
7:30 p.m. 12
GIGANTIC SHERIFF’S AUCTION. Mon- 
day, March 29,9 a.m. Approximately 400 
agricultural and industrial items. Con­
signments accepted. Alberta Auction 
Centre, 13 miles north of Red Deer on 
Highway #2. Meier Auctions, Lacomba, 
Alta. Phone (403) 782-4774. na-11
ATTENTION B.C. FARMERS: Unre­
served giant spring farm machinery auc­
tion Saturday, April 3rd, 10 a.m. New 
Matsqui Fairgrounds, McClure Road, 
Clearbrook, B.C. Hundreds .of "quality’’ 
items. ‘‘Ouality’’ consignments welcome. 
Tractors, haying, harvesting, tillage culti­
vation equipment. Vehicles, miscella­
neous, etc. Contact Paton and Smith 
Farm Services Ltd. Auctioneers, Langley, 




Mr. and Mrs. Geoffrey S. Logan 
are pleased to announce the en­
gagement of their daughter, Joce­
lyn Patricia, to David Neil Murray, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay Mur­
ray. The wedding will take place 
on May 1, 1982 at St. Andrew’s 
Anglican Church in Sidney, with 




WE WISH TO SAY ’THANK YOU’ to the 
nurses in Saanich Peninsula Hospital and 
to Drs. Walsh and Moffoot for the care 
given to our husband and father, Sid 
Jackson, in his last long illness. TTiank 
you to all our friends and Sid’s friends for 
their floral tributes and kind expressions 
of sympathy. Thank you sincerely.








Don ’ t: be cl i sa ppoi nted!..












7117 wr Saariich Rd.
'-^■v ;;:65245
THBS SPACE COyLD BE YOOIRS
FOR ONLY^20 A MONTH
A SECOND INCOME can provide secu­
rity in these uncertain times. Find out how 
to get it with an income-producing, part- 
time business of your own. Minimal in- 
vestment. Gall now 656-0014. 4623-13
SM^ RESIDENTIAL "
EXCAVATING BUSINESS 
Inventory: includes new Kobota tractor 
front end loader, backhoe, scraper 
blade, tandem axle trailer : (electric 
brakes), %-ton 1973 GMC truck, 




Retain the security ol your present 
income while starting your own in­
dependent business, Part-time. 
R.S.VR 652-0184. 4910-13
W UPHOLSTERING, Otc.
• Guaranloed Custom Work • Ouaiiiy Fftbrics
t V Ptopmpt, Service:® Eatirnalfto
Jerry HovbMlf 
70BO Wallace Dr:052"1393 : Saanichton,B.C,
MOVING, MUST SELL: Skate sharpen 
ing business. Ideal for rolirod man vvant* 
Ing to work In home, Good quality rria- 
chine, machine bonch^ lighting, bench 
vice and blade straightener, $1,000, 666' 
3105,656-7722.^ . 4801-11




1 ______________ _ _______ _______________________
for 0NIY *1;00
B-:'y ; ■:??";■'?;.l' ■ Jor commerdal^ personal users — (additional words Idc each)
!’^'.,Cost’
YOUR BEST BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS
$100
Personals
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE 
.(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services for the family, indi­
vidual, marriage and family counselling. 
656-1247. 9813 Fifth St., Sidney tf
PHILIPPINE TOURS; Hong Kong and 
Japan or combination of: Includes room, 
transportation and breakfast. Fourteen 
days as low as $2,400. Next tour March 
25. For information phone (403) 343- 
6374. Seely Travel and Tours, #428-3710 
- 52nd Ave., Rod Deer, Alta. T4N 4J5.
^ ■ :■::' . ■'''' ■' ''■'"■ na-11
PARTY TIME. Personal attention given to 
the catering of your evening, whether you 
require finger snacks or a complete cold 
buffet. The food will bo prepared and set 
out accordingly, leaving the hostess Iho 
freedom to enjoy the evening. Call 656- 
11690 for sample menus and more Infer- 
" matioh.:; :■.?,?':;''";:4834-12
■vBiiisiafiess''
WANT TO INCORPORATE? One week 
service (or less) from $100.00 plus fees. 
652-1353 evenings, ■"'’■/■/,?''■
INCOME TAX“rETURN8 PREPARED,
Experloncod, reasonable rates. Discount




USE MASTERCARD or VISA. PHONE 181
■ gj" '.•/‘[Sr.'.'j'i':.!
■" *■: r: (castiv ciioqui' Of chatge 
g .■ csrj),''.Service ctiflig®
. n Ctl $3.00 (^invoicins. :
Address
START AD (date)




Mali or Bring 10! SIDNEV REVIEW CIVASSIREDS, afilt Third SI., (*6. Bo* 2670: Slclney,|;c, v(lL 3SS
..... ~
VIDEO HOME MOVIES IN STOCK
Overn^ht SAVE MONEY!
Ihursuay to
Mf.mlnv * VIDEO RECOHDI;RS Om!,;.,* ‘■"‘tSUPPLIBS
Tliiesdav ant|S • CAMERAS and
Wediufsdayi,
656-5443 2439 Beacon Ave
© Q Q Q Q Q;Q Q Q;Q
